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Management Summary
▪ The Clean Energy Package requires TSOs to establish a process for cross-border balancing capacity (BC) procurement. Beyond, following the Guideline for

Electricity Balancing (2017/2195 EU), balancing markets should become more flexible by allowing for linking of BC bids but also by the introduction of elastic
TSO demand and linking of TSO demand. Market integration and more flexibility are expected to increase overall market efficiency, competition and market
liquidity and, in consequence, overall economic surplus.

▪ This project elaborates two process proposals for cross-border balancing capacity (BC) procurement, a sequential and a simultaneous process approach. In the

sequential process, first, aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) products are procured and, subsequently, mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) products are procured. In the simultaneous
process, aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) products are procured jointly. aFRR, mFRR and, in some markets, RR BC procurement need to be conducted between
FCR market clearing and the final flow-based calculation run for day ahead markets, which currently means within one hour (between 08:30 and 09:30
respectively). While the final flow-based calculation run cannot be shifted, TSO experts and BSP experts see some flexibility in pre-drawing the FCR
procurement process if absolutely necessary.
▪ Due to these time constraints, we suggest the implementation of the simultaneous approach for aFRR and mFRR cross-border BC procurement.

▪ Cross-border procurement of BC products requires the allocation of cross-zonal capacities (CZCs). CCR Core wants to implement a market-based approach for
the allocation of CZC following Art. 41 EBGL. The optimal CZC allocation (CZCA) needs to be implemented by a joint CZCA Optimization function in the CCR
Core market-based cross-zonal capacity allocation methodology. The subsequent Procurement Optimization function determines where BC should be
procured, in a TSO’s own control area/block or in another TSO’s control area/block based on the outcome of the CZCA optimization. The Procurement
Optimization function could be implemented centrally – within the CZCA Optimization function or by a central entity – or in a decentral manner by separate
groups of TSOs. As the central CZCA Optimization should be based on overall economic surplus maximization, bids and demand need to enter the CZCA
Optimization function and the CZCA Optimization function implicitly determines already the optimal distribution of BC procurement.
For a most efficient implementation of the BC Procurement Optimization function, we suggest a central implementation within the CZCA
Optimization function.
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Management Summary
▪ Cross-border BC procurement requires the introduction of standard products for balancing capacities (SPBC). Linking of BC bids

facilitates the usage of products (cross-border) and it provides more flexibility for BSPs, in particular when simultaneous procurement of
aFRR and mFRR BC will be introduced.
We suggest the introduction of the following linking options:

▪ Cross-product linking allows BSPs to offer one balancing capacity volume (unit/portfolio) to two markets with simultaneous BC
procurement. If a BSP bid is not taken for aFRR BC purposes, it could be employed for mFRR BC purposes.

▪ Intertemporal linking facilitates the provision of block bids both in a sequential and in a simultaneous approach.
For reasons of complexity, we suggest to start with a limited number of allowed links between bids per BSP based either on
linking types, on volume in total or as a combination.

▪ Linking of TSO BC demand for balancing capacity and elastic demand for balancing capacity increase TSO flexibility for procuring

balancing capacity. In scarce markets, TSOs could reduce procurement costs or reduce/prevent volume shortage without a second
(national) auction run. Cross-border, reserves can be shared, and BC could be procured jointly with other TSOs within the limits of
available CZC. This would increase overall procurement efficiency and market liquidity. While overall market efficiency is expected to
increase, demand flexibility could reduce individual efficiency in single markets. Therefore, we propose to monitor the side-effects of
introducing linking of demand and elastic demand. Although linking of TSO demand and elastic demand will change the market
situation in some markets comprehensively, we suggest the introduction of TSO BC demand flexibility for procuring balancing
capacity. We expect the overall welfare increase to overcompensate the downsides in specific markets. Under this market design, TSOs
still hold the responsibility to secure a basic level of BC demand in particular in less liquid markets.
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List of Abbreviations
aFRR
pos.
neg.
AT
BC
BCM
CCR
CMOL
CZC
CZCA
DA
DAM
DE
EBGL
FC DA
mFRR
pos.
neg.
MTU
NL
XB

automatic activated frequency restoration reserves
positive
negative
Austria
balancing capacity
balancing capacity market
capacity calculation region
common merit order list
cross-zonal capacity
cross-zonal capacity allocation
day-ahead
day-ahead market
Germany
Guideline on Electricity Balancing
forecasted day-ahead
manually activated frequency restoration reserves
positive
negative
market time unit
the Netherlands
Cross-Border
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Introduction
▪

In line with the Clean Energy Package, a process for cross-border balancing capacity (BC) procurement shall be established. This
requires a new setup of the market clearing process including harmonization of market rules. Beyond, the Guideline for Electricity
Balancing (2017/2195 EU) requires TSOs to flexibilize balancing markets by allowing for linking of BC bids. It also allows TSOs to
flexibilize their BC demand in the sense of elastic TSO demand and linking of TSO BC demand.

▪

These requirements are expected to increase efficiency in balancing capacity markets as BSPs can reflect technical production
requirements, but also economic requirements in their bidding strategy, thus, reducing production costs. Elastic TSO BC demand and
linking of TSO BC demand are expected to facilitate competition in markets but also across markets. This will support market liquidity,
increase competition and production efficiency and, thus, increase overall economic benefit.

▪

These comprehensive steps in the direction of market efficiency and welfare increase come along with some major changes in existing
market rules: With respect to TSOs, established procurement processes need to be amended in the direction of cross-border BC
procurement and more flexible TSO BC demand. Correspondingly, cross-zonal capacity allocation (CZCA) need to take into account BC
procurement from abroad. Market timings need to be adjusted for keeping the overall order of bid provision and transparency for
market parties across different markets.

▪

This document analyzes and demonstrates how these major changes can be implemented for cross-border BC procurement processes
for aFRR and mFRR BC markets, and for simultaneous BC procurement process approach also applicable for RR. Two processes, one
for simultaneous and one for sequential aFRR and mFRR procurement, shall be established applying the CCR Core market-based
allocation methodology (EBGL Art. 41) to enable a functional, effective and not time-consuming market clearing.
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Introduction
▪

In Chapter 2, we will provide a theoretical introduction into the requirements of the CCR Core market-based cross-zonal capacity
allocation methodology*. Following Art. 41 (3) of the Electricity Balancing Guideline (EBGL), cross-zonal capacity allocation (CZCA) shall
be based on the actual market value of CZC for the exchange of BC or sharing of reserves and the forecasted market value of CZC for
the exchange of energy (and/or on a comparison of the forecasted market value of CZC for the exchange of BC or sharing of reserves,
and the actual market value of CZC for the exchange of energy). CCR Core follows only the first approach as market clearing in BC
markets (BCMs) takes place before the market clearing in Day Ahead Markets (DAMs).

▪

Most relevant for the implementation of this market-based CZCA are the joint CZCA Optimization function and the Procurement
Optimization function. They determine the available CZC for aFRR and mFRR (pos. & neg.) BC and, thus, drive the optimal
procurement of aFRR and mFRR BC across all markets. It will be explained, how CZCA can be implemented in a sequential and in a
simultaneous BC procurement approach.

▪

Linking of BC bids as well as linking of TSO BC demand and elastic TSO BC demand facilitate overall competition, market liquidity and,
thus, economic benefit (welfare). After the fundamental theoretical elaboration of the CZCA Optimization and the Procurement
Optimization steps, we will explain the different types of linking of BC bids, namely cross-product linking, intertemporal linking and
linking of BC bids of the same product. We will show their implementation and how they affect competition, market liquidity and
efficiency.

▪

Subsequently, we will turn to the demand side and explain the effects of linking of TSO BC demand and elastic TSO BC demand. We
will show how replacing mFRR BC demand (reduction) by aFRR BC demand (increase) changes competition in the markets. We will
demonstrate the effect of bid indivisibility and we will show how TSOs’ joint procurement will change the market outcomes.

▪

Finally, we will elaborate on general change topics in line with the introduction of cross-border procurement and more flexibility as
they will definitely change competition and, thus, the bidding behavior of BSPs.

*

https://nra.acer.europa.eu/en/Electricity/MARKET-CODES/ELECTRICITY-BALANCING/12%20CZCAM/Action%2017%20%20MB%20CZCA%20Core%20amended%20proposal.pdf
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Introduction
In Chapter 3, we will elaborate on the implementation proposals for the sequential and the simultaneous cross-border BC
procurement processes. Following discussions with TenneT DE and TenneT NL balancing capacity procurement experts, we have
formulated the detailed procurement processes along the (expected) CCR Core requirements for market-based cross-border BC
procurement processes.
The main objective of this chapter is the provision of a hands-on solution for the introduction of the new BC procurement process in
CCR Core. We have determined the major inputs to and major outputs from each process step. In this sense, we tried to keep changes
as little as required from current procurement structures.

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Key differences to current processes are

the introduction of the bid linking possibilities and the demand flexibilities. These options drive the optimization outcomes. First, TSOs need to
determine core BC demand parts and desired demand parts for joint procurement. Second, BSPs need to adjust their bidding behavior as
linking provides alternative bidding strategies and as competition changes due to cross-market flexibilities. Third, linking and demand
flexibilities drive the mathematical optimization procedures. Therefore, they need to be introduced carefully with sufficient testing phases to
meet current time and market structures.

the preparation and the joint CZCA Optimization step. The joint CZCA Optimization function will determine the optimal CZCA
for balancing capacity markets (BCMs) resulting in the CZC allocated to Day-Ahead markets (DAMs). In particular, it will consider
where BC can be procured with the highest economic surplus impact meaning that BC could be procured in other TSOs‘ control
areas if CZC is allocated. Thus, TSOs need to procure BC not only for themselves but also for other TSOs, which will change also BC
procurement costs, in particular in a cross-zonal marginal pricing regime.

After the elaboration of the new procurement processes in the sequential and in the simultaneous approach, we will elaborate the key
differences to current procurement processes in the Netherlands and in Germany and how current processes would need to be
adapted. A major aspect of adjustment is the introduction of standard products for balancing capacities (SPBC) *. They are the
prerequisite to facilitate the cross-border exchange of BCs.
https://eepublicdownloads.entsoe.eu/clean-documents/nctasks/EBGL/EB_GL_A25.2_191218_ALL%20TSOs_Standard_products_balancing_capacity_Proposal.pdf?Web=0
*
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Introduction
▪ Chapter 4 summarizes the outcomes of the previous analyses.
▪ Some key questions arised on the implementability of the process proposals and linking of BC bids. In particular, cross-border BC

procurement should take place between the FCR market clearing at 08:30 and the final run of the flow-based calculation for DAMs at
09:30. Also the BC pricing regime is not yet decided (March 2021), whether it should be pay-as-bid or marginal pricing for balancing
capacity markets allocating CZC and the associated TSO-BSP settlement.

▪ For reaching a most objective and balanced view on these questions, the proposals have been discussed with dedicated German and

Dutch BSPs along pre-determined questions. The outcome of these discussions are provided in this chapter. The discussions provided
detailed insights into the BSPs‘ consideration of the new market setting and how they expect to deal with the new situation.

▪ The results of these discussions have been considered in the formulation of implementation advises which are provided as main takeaways at the end of Chapter 4.
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2. Introduction
▪ Cross-border procurement of aFRR and mFRR balancing capacities (BC) covers multiple aspects:
1. Simultaneous and sequential procurement: timing, available information and uncertainty
2. Linking of BC bids: linking options, procurement optimization timeframe
3. Linking of TSO BC demand and Elastic TSO demand: Transparent bid selection process, sharing of reserves and exchange of
balancing capacity, indivisibility of bids
4. Pricing of balancing capacity markets

▪ In this chapter, we will elaborate these aspects to provide a clear understanding of their impact on the BC procurement
process.

▪ The change in the procurement regime in light of the five aspects will drive a change in the procurement behavior both of
BSPs and TSOs. This might affect the position of BSPs but also of TSOs and markets. After the theoretical discussion of the
individual aspects, we will highlight some general, but also non-exhaustive topics in a general change discussion.

▪ Although product features and the existing market situation in the Netherlands and in Germany differ slightly, we do not
expect obstacles for cross-border BC procurement.
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Simultaneous and sequential procurement
▪ In Germany, aFRR BC and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) are procured sequentially. * After aFRR BC GCT at 09:00, German TSOs and APG

determine the common merit order list (CMOL) taking into account German-Austrian (DE-AT) cross-zonal capacity (CZC) constraints
and core element constraints. Results are published by 09:30. Subsequently, BSPs can reoptimize their portfolio and provide mFRR BC
bids by 10:00. The German TSOs build the mFRR BC merit orders (MOs) from the offered mFRR BC bids and publish procurement results
by 10:30.

▪ In the Netherlands, aFRR and mFRRda BC (pos. & neg.) are procured simultaneously. After gate closure time (GCT) for aFRR and

mFRRda BC bid provision at 09:00, TenneT NL determines the optimal aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bidding functions and the mFRRda BC
(pos. & neg.) bidding functions applying an iterative optimization over provided bid forms by balancing service providers (BSPs).
TenneT NL checks if mFRRda BC bids can be replaced by aFRR BC bids for procurement cost minimisation reasons and to prevent mFRR
demand satisfaction shortage: As aFRR is the higher-quality product, bids beyond the dimensioned aFRR BC volumes can substitute
more costly/limited mFRRda BC bids as long as system security remains unchanged. Results are published by 10:00.

▪ Sequential and simultaneous BC procurement procedures are in general possible under CCR Core’s market-based CZC allocation (CZCA)
methodology, depending on the timings. Current procurement procedures need to be harmonized to allow for cross-border
procurement. The following slide demonstrates CCR Core’s market-based CZCA methodology. Cross-border BC procurement mainly
affects process step 3: CZCA Optimization and process step 4: BC Procurement Optimization.

We concentrate here on aFRR and mFRR
resp. mFRRda, (pos. & neg.) BC as these are,
besides RR, the products to be exchanged in
the CCR Core context.
*
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CCR Core’s market-based CZCA methodology
▪ CCR Core’s market-based CZCA methodology is described by the five steps on the right.
▪ Following EBGL Art. 41, the market-based allocation process is used for the allocation of CZC if either BC

bids or, alternatively, DAM bids are not yet firm. CCR Core’s methodology defines the allocation of CZC to
be based on actual BC market values and forecasted DA market values.

▪ In a simultaneous approach both aFRR and mFRR BC bids are firm for the determination of

Bid Submission

the corresponding BC market values. In a sequential approach, aFRR BC bids are firm. However, for the
determination of exchange of aFRR BC or sharing of reserves, market values need to be defined before
mFRR BC bids are firm. The sequential approach therefore requires actual aFRR BC market values and
forecasted DA market values in the aFRR BC procurement subprocess and actual mFRR BC market values,
firm aFRR CZC shares and forecasted DA market values in the mFRR BC procurement subprocess. Market
values are used for determining the economic surplus maximizing CZCA between Balancing Capacity
Markets (BCMs) and DAMs.

Determination of
Market Values

▪ BC Procurement Optimization follows after CZCA Optimization. aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bidding

BC Procurement
Optimization

curves are matched with aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) demand. From this, the corresponding merit
order lists (MOLS) can be determined.

▪ Finally, BSPs are informed about volume and prices of accepted bids and results are published.
▪ The next slide defines the differences between simultaneous and sequential BC procurement which

CZCA
Optimization

Publication

drive process steps 3 and 4.
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CCR Core’s market-based CZCA methodology

Bid Submission

Determination of
Market Values

CZCA
Optimization

BC Procurement
Optimization

Publication

▪ Simultaneous market clearing requires one single market-based optimization of forecasted DAM

and BCM CZC shares
▪ Iterative approach for DAM and BCM market value convergence with a convex optimization
function converging to the optimal CZCA (integrated CZCA)
▪ Given the CZCA, DA and BC market clearing prices can be determined. (Step 4)
→ Simultaneous optimization of DAM and aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) markets leads to
the most efficient CZCA and, thus total welfare-maximum BC procurement.

▪ Sequential market clearing of aFRR and mFRR BC requires two market-based optimizations and
additional restrictions on how to split the BCM CZC share twice
▪ aFRR and mFRR BC market value functions depend on the maximum exchange share per
BCM (exchange of aFRR BC determined independently from mFRR BC market value
functions).
→ aFRR BC CZC share is firm when determining the mFRR BC (and the DA) CZC shares
(sequential CZCA).
▪ BC Procurement Optimization dependent on CZCA outcome (Step 4).
→ Sequential market clearing results in second-best solution.
→ requires two CZCA optimization rounds
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Impact of simultaneous and sequential procurement on CZCA
▪ The following slide describes steps 3 and 4 for the simultaneous procurement approach.
▪ Subsequently, steps 3 and 4 are discussed for sequential procurement of aFRR and mFRR BC. CZCA optimization is done twice,
first for aFRR BC procurement ignoring CZC requirements for mFRR purposes. Second, when aFRR BC procurement is firm, a
second CZCA Optimization is done for mFRR BC, respecting already allocated CZC for aFRR BC.
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Simultaneous procurement process
▪ In the simultaneous procurement process aFRR and mFRR BC bids and demand are

based on actual bids. DA bids need to be forecasted. Actual aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids,
TSOs’ aFRR BC demands and forecasted DAM bidding functions are applied to
determine the convex proxies around the isolated clearing points. These proxies for
actual market value functions enter the aFRR CZCA Optimization function. CZCs enter
the optimization as constraints. The CZCA Optimization function determines the
maximum economic surplus from the allocation of CZCs for BCMs and for the DAM
exchange of energy.

▪ The CZCA Optimization follows an iterative approach. This is needed to allow for

different types of linking of different balancing capacity products and TSO BC demands.

▪ The outcome of the optimization procedure is the CZCA for each market time unit

(MTU). As the CZCA results from the optimal match of BC bids and demand given CZC
constraints, the economic surplus optimal procurement outcome for aFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) within and across markets can be directly derived from
the CZCA Optimization.*

* In

the next chapter, detailed proposals for
implementing the cross-border BC
procurement processes will be developed.
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Sequential procurement process
▪ A sequential process facilitates BSPs’ bidding process as BSPs know the outcome of the aFRR BC market clearings when

providing final bids to the mFRR BC markets. On the other hand, a sequential process requires the CZCA Optimization function
to be conducted twice, during aFRR BC procurement and during mFRR BC procurement.

▪ A sequential process renders cross-product linking redundant. As long as BSPs are aware of the aFRR BC market outcomes

with sufficient lead time, they can adapt their mFRR BC bids accordingly. While BSPs bear the market risk with simultaneous
procurement, this risk vanishes with sequential procurement.

▪ In the following, we will describe an approach for sequential procurement and highlight key advantages and disadvantages of
this option.
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Sequential procurement process with CZCA reoptimization
▪ Actual aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids, TSOs’ aFRR BC demands and forecasted DAM bidding

functions are applied to determine the individual market value functions. These actual market
value functions enter the aFRR CZCA Optimization function.

▪ The aFRR CZCA Optimization function determines the welfare maximizing CZCA.
▪ This CZCA is subsequently used to determine the aFRR BC bids to be procured in the
Procurement Optimization step.

▪ BSPs are informed about accepted BC bids and results are published. Subsequently, BSPs
reoptimize their mFRR BC bids.

▪ CZCA reoptimization updates the allocation of CZC with firm CZC allocated to aFRR BC. Thus,

step 3: CZCA Optimization function of the CCR Core market-based procurement function is run
twice.

▪ Although CZC allocated for aFRR is firm, DA shares could be re-allocated in the second run of
the CZCA Optimization function.

▪ This second run brings the CZCA determination closer to real-time. However, it will not lead to
the same optimum as with simultaneous procurement where the aFRR CZC share is flexible
when determining the mFRR CZC share.

▪ The sequential procurement process excludes the efficient allocation between aFRR and mFRR

BC, leading in theory to a less efficient outcome of splitting CZC compared to the simultaneous
procurement process (subject to proper linking).

Comparison of the two procurement process alternatives
Simultaneous procurement vs. sequential procurement

▪ Simultaneous procurement of aFRR BC and mFRR BC keeps the optimization procedure for CZCA shorter (only one CZC Optimization
step is required) and provides the more efficient optimization result from a mathematical perspective in contrast to sequential
procurement due to the efficient split of CZC between DAM, aFRR BC and mFRR BC performed simultaneously.

▪ On the other hand, with sequential procurement BSPs know the outcome of the aFRR BC procurement step including the settlement

price which in a marginal pricing regime can be higher than the individual bid price. This partially reduces BSPs’ requirement of crossproduct linking. From an economic perspective, cross-product linking secures against the information gap from the latter procurement
in mFRR BC markets. Without this type of linking, BSPs optimize their portfolio on a reduced information base and therefore bear the
corresponding market risk. It is expected that this risk results in a risk premium on mFRR BC prices and corresponds to the value of the
additional information after the aFRR BC auction. By linking aFRR BC and mFRR BC bids, BSPs can hedge their bidding strategy against
the information gap from the aFRR BC auction outcome. Similarly, sequential procurement discloses the information from the aFRR BC
auction before the mFRR BC GCT. This reduces optimization complexity in comparison to the simultaneous approach at the cost of
ignoring mFRR in the aFRR CZCA Optimization function.
aFRR share in total FRR BC

▪ The graph on the right shows the aFRR share in total procured FRR balancing capacity. It demonstrates
that already between NL and DE the share of aFRR BC in relation to mFRR BC strongly diverges.
Comparisons with other CCR Core areas demonstrate even more heterogeneity.

(01-11/2020)

Lower aFRR share in total reserved FRR, lower mFRR market liquidity and higher expected price
fluctuations in mFRR increase (ceteris paribus) the added value of CZCA re-optimization.
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Linking of BC bids
▪ Linking of BC bids reduces uncertainties either from a market perspective or from a production perspective. From a market
perspective linking provides conditions for the acceptance or non-acceptance of bids to subsequent or simultaneous bid
offers. From a production perspective, linking translates production requirements into cost efficiency and, thus, bid price
functions.

▪ In general, the following linking-of-bids options exist:
▪ Cross-product linking: bid execution related to different products e.g., aFRR BC order linked with mFRR BC order/e.g., a pos.
aFRR BC order linked to a neg. mFRR BC order.

▪ Intertemporal linking: bids on different MTUs are executed if they are globally welfare beneficial (even though welfare
detrimental in one particular MTU, the resulting welfare loss is overcompensated by a welfare gain in another MTUs).

▪ Linking of BC bids of the same product: e.g., a bid representing starting up and ramping costs linked to a bid representing
balancing capacity.
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Linking of BC bids
Excursus: Implementation of linking of BC bids in Euphemia for DAM bids

▪ Euphemia differentiates between the following linking orders:
▪ Exclusive groups enable the modelling of « exclusive or » conditions. E.g. between orders A and B only one of them can be executed
i.e. A or B (not both). All orders are of the same importance, i.e. no preference is possible. Welfare maximization determines which
order in an exclusive group is executed.

▪ Linking families enable the modelling of « if » or « only if » conditions. E.g. if order A (parent) is executed, then order B (child) can be
executed. I.e. order B can be executed only if parent order A has been executed.

▪

The following examples illustrate the Euphemia linking orders:

▪ Exclusive groups
▪ FRR BC order offered as automatic and manual, but the same capacity is not executed simultaneously as aFRR and mFRR BC.
▪ Two block orders covering several MTUs may not be executed simultaneously in case of an overlapping of the set of MTUs
involved.

▪ Linking families
▪ A bid representing capacity on several hours requires another bid representing the ramping or start of a production unit.
▪ An aFRR BC bid accepted only if another mFRR BC bid has been accepted.

▪ On the next slides, we elaborate the specificities of (1) cross-product linking of BC bids and (2) intertemporal linking. For each type of
linking* we determine advantages and drawbacks.

*

Linking of BC bids/ linking families are not relevant for BC markets. This might
become interesting in a future implementation step for links across MTUs.
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Cross-product linking of BC bids
The following criteria should be applied to define cross-product linking and the acceptance of cross-product linked bids:
Criterion

Implementation

Applicability

▪ Bids with exclusive acceptance of one bid among a set of bids
▪ Applicable for linking products of same and of different quality
(with simultaneous procurement)

Recommended
features

MW

exclusive acceptance of one
bid

product
aFRR BC bid

mFRR BC bid

▪ Linked bids form an exclusive group: Only one bid can be accepted. With bid divisibility, bids have a

continuous acceptance ratio between 0 and 1, with the sum not exceeding 1 in the exclusive group. With
indivisibility, the exclusive group models an “exclusive or” condition of acceptance.

▪ Bids in the exclusive group can be aFRR and mFRR BC bids but should have identical other features (size,
price, MTUs). A bid in the exclusive group can be an intertemporal linked bid.

▪ The acceptance rule is neutral across bids: It cannot form a substitution to a preferred bid.
Acceptance
requirements

▪ Welfare maximization:
▪ The most beneficial bid is accepted. Other bids are rejected.
▪ All bids in the exclusive group can be rejected.
▪ If bids are profile blocks, the acceptance ratio of each bid is calculated as a result of welfare
maximization.
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Advantages and drawbacks of cross-product linking of BC bids
Advantages

Drawbacks

▪ From market perspective:
▪ Linking increases market liquidity as it allows an automatic

▪ Combinatorial constraints (such as fill-or-kill block bids) might

▪ Linking reduces mFRR volume shortage and procurement

▪ Additional market rules required to limit the number of linked

decision for which product purposes a capacity is accepted
costs.

severely increase complexity of a matching algorithm and, thus,
optimization time
bids per BSP and per volume of linked bids

▪ Linking supports the simultaneous reservation of aFRR and
mFRR capacities resulting in a simpler market process

▪ Easy to implement as common in energy markets (already
implemented in Euphemia)

▪ From BSP perspective:
▪ Linking flexibilizes capacity provision to aFRR and mFRR for

BSPs while excluding double reservation for aFRR and mFRR
BC.

▪ Linking increases utilization probability of technical units
▪ Linking facilitates portfolio bidding
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Intertemporal linking of BC bids
The following criteria should be applied to define intertemporal linking and the acceptance of
intertemporally linked bids:
Criterion

Implementation

Applicability

▪ Simultaneous acceptance or rejection of bids for the same and also for

MW

simultaneous acceptance
or rejection

different products on several MTUs

▪ Simultaneous or sequential procurement of aFRR and mFRR BC
Recommended
features

time
MTU1

MTU2

▪ Linked MTUs should be consecutive.
▪ Technical units should be located in the same control area/block.
▪ One single price should be valid in all concerned MTUs (e.g., it is not possible to set a price at 20€/MW in
MTU1 and at 25€/MW in MTU2).

Acceptance criteria

▪ Welfare maximization, i.e. if the bid’s acceptance increases total welfare over the whole set of MTUs*
▪ A linked bid is in-the-money if the volume-weighted average price over the MTUs is higher than the
equilibrium price.

* The

acceptance of a linked bid can be welfare detrimental in one MTU provided
the welfare loss is overcompensated by the welfare gain in other MTUs.
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Advantages and drawbacks of intertemporal linking of BC bids
Advantages

▪ From market perspective:
▪ Linking increases market liquidity
▪ Linking facilitates XB exchange: bids from control areas with

higher MTU granularity can be linked for provision in control
areas with lower MTU granularity

Drawbacks

▪ Linking increases calculation complexity and, thus, optimization
time: welfare optimization over the whole set of MTUs and not
per MTU

▪ Additional market rules required to limit the number of linked
bids per BSP and per total volume

▪ Easy to implement as common in energy markets (already
implemented in Euphemia)

▪ Applicable for sequential and simultaneous procurement
▪ From BSP perspective:
▪ Linking translates production requirements (ramping

requirements of individual technical units, shifts between
different technical units etc.) into reservation constraints.
Without linking, BSPs would price-in these production
inefficiencies in terms of risk premia.

▪ Linking facilitates RES integration and, more generally, virtual
power plant optimization for FRR purposes.
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Linking of BC bids of the same product – linking families
The following criteria should be applied to define linking of BC bids of the same product. This linking can be used when a bid
representing capacity on several hours requires another bid to cover the start-up costs plus out-of-merit costs until minimum
operating level.
Criterion

Implementation

Applicability

▪ If a “child” bid is accepted, then the “parent” bid must be accepted
▪ Simultaneous or sequential procurement of aFRR and mFRR BC

MW

Acceptance in MTU1 implies
acceptance in MTU2

time
MTU1

MTU2

Recommended
features

▪ Bids located in the same control area/block and of the same product
▪ Linked bids may have different prices and volumes and may be intertemporal bids

Acceptance criteria

▪ Welfare maximization, i.e. if the acceptance of “parent” and “child” bids increases total welfare over the
whole set of MTUs
▪ “Parent” bid may not be in-the-money if the corresponding welfare loss is overcompensated by the welfare
gain from the acceptance of the “child” bid.
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Advantages and drawbacks of bid linking through linking families
Advantages

▪ From market perspective:
▪ Linking increases market liquidity
▪ Easy to implement as common in energy markets (already
implemented in Euphemia)

▪ Applicable for sequential and simultaneous procurement

Drawbacks

▪ Linking increases calculation complexity and, thus, optimization
time, due to additional combinatorial constraints.

▪ Additional market rules required to limit number of linked bids

per BSP and per total volume. Linking families should be
limited to one parent linked to one child (even though multiple
parents or children and multiple “grand-child” levels are
theoretically possible).

▪ From BSP perspective:
▪ Linking translates production requirements (ramping

requirements of individual technical units) into reservation
constraints. Without linking, BSPs would price-in these
production inefficiencies in terms of risk premia.

▪ Linking facilitates RES integration and, more generally, virtual
power plant optimization for FRR purposes
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Linking and Elastic TSO demand
▪ Linking and elastic TSO demand provide more flexibility to TSOs and, at the same time, are expected to increase overall market liquidity
and efficiency.

▪ aFRR BC prequalification requires higher flexibility than mFRR BC prequalification (shorter and automatic notification, faster ramping,

shorter activation time). Therefore, capacities foreseen for aFRR could replace mFRR (i) for reasons of volume shortage but also (ii) for
cost optimization purposes. The opposite substitution is not applicable since this would intervene with the reserve dimensioning
process and balancing energy activation strategies.

▪ Automatic substitution of mFRR by aFRR BC volumes aims at replicating the manual processes already in place.
▪ Automatic substitution is limited to simultaneous procurement of aFRR and mFRR BC products.
▪ TSOs keep control of mFRR BC volume which is replaced by aFRR BC (e.g., maximum share of dimensioned mFRR could be replaced
by aFRR BC).

▪ The substitution is not symmetrical i.e. BSPs’ aFRR BC bids match with dimensioned mFRR BC but BSPs’ mFRR bids cannot be used
for aFRR BC purposes.

▪ Automatic substitution increases market liquidity, prevents volume shortage and contributes to an optimization of procurement
costs. However, it will not lead to a total integration of aFRR and mFRR BC markets.

▪ The following slides explain the impact and feasibility of elastic TSO demand and linking of TSO demand for BC.
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Replacement of mFRR by aFRR BC for reasons of volume shortage and cost savings
▪ Two options exist for elastic TSO demand:
▪ Substitution of reserves for reasons of volume shortage: The dimensioned mFRR
BC volume is not covered by the offered mFRR BC bids. Consequently, required
mFRR BC volume is not fully available for activation (red dotted line left of solid
blue line in the upper left graph). If TSOs are allowed to select part of the
required mFRR BC volume from the higher-quality aFRR BC market, they could
close the gap in mFRR BC volume, thus, increasing system security.

Replacement of mFRR BC volume shortage
aFRR BC
mFRR BC
EUR/MW

offered =
reserved dimensioned

EUR/MW

reserved for
dimensioned aFRR and mFRR

▪ Substitution of reserves for reasons of cost minimization: Although the

dimensioned mFRR BC volume is covered by the offered mFRR BC (dashed
supply curve in the lower left graph), the markets are illiquid as only a few BSPs
are competing with each other. In this oligopoly situation each BSP has market
power which results in bid prices above reservation costs. If TSOs are allowed to
select part of the required mFRR BC volume from the higher-quality but morecompetitive aFRR BC market, this would reduce the market clearing price in the
mFRR BC market (green vertical line).

MW

MW

Substitution for mFRR volume shortage

EUR/MW

mFRR BC cost savings
mFRR BC
reserved dimensioned

EUR/MW

aFRR BC

reserved for
dimensioned aFRR and mFRR

▪ Not shown in the graph but relevant side-effect: Elastic TSO demand introduces

uncertainty about bid acceptance for the mFRR BC market. BSPs could not be sure
anymore that their bids must be accepted in a scarce high-price market resulting
in reduced bid prices at the upper end in the scarce market. This uncertainty
reduces BSPs' strategic pricing incentive leading to lower prices also in the mFRR
BC market.

Price reduction

MW

MW

substituted mFRR volume
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Substitution of mFRR BC bids by aFRR BC – Implementation mechanism
▪ Automatic substitution of mFRR by aFRR BC is based on an exchange mechanism between one TSO’s aFRR and mFRR balancing capacity markets
which allows aFRR bids to match with mFRR demand.

▪ This exchange mechanism allows the switch of aFRR BC bids to corresponding mFRR BC bids with higher-price aFRR BC bids shifting by the
switched volume to the left and higher-price mFRR BC bids by the switched volume to the right.

▪ The exchange mechanism operates unidirectionally: mFRR BC demand is partially shifted to aFRR BC markets, not vice versa. The reason is that
higher-quality aFRR BC can replace lower-quality mFRR BC whereas replacement from the lower- to the higher quality-product is not possible.

▪ The exchange can be bounded above and below (e.g., the substitution must be between 20MW and 50MW) or only bounded above (e.g., the
substitution must stay lower than 50MW)

▪ The exchange bounds are inputs which are determined by TSOs. To this respect, the

process remains semi-automatic in the sense that TSOs keep control on the amount of
balancing capacity which is substituted. For the purpose of mitigating any level of mFRR BC
EUR/MW
volume shortages, the exchange bound can be set at a high arbitrarily chosen value,
modelling a possible infinite substitution of mFRR by aFRR BC products. This means that
the whole mFRR BC demand might match against aFRR BC bids if welfare beneficial.
This is demonstrated by the graphs on the right: mFRR bids are too few (dotted green line
in the left graph). Beyond, some mFRR bids are more expensive than some aFRR BC bids
(dotted yellow supply in the left graph). Replacement of mFRR by aFRR BC with upper
bound limitation (red arrow in the right graph) results in the shift of some mFRR bids (left
graph, red-yellow shaded supply curve). The limitation leaves some higher-price mFRR BC
bids still to be bought (left graph, upper supply curve tail up to dimensioned). The
replacement results in an mFRR BC price reduction (difference between the dotted grey
lines).

Replacement of mFRR volume shortage
aFRR
mFRR
offered =
reserved dimensioned

EUR/MW

reserved for
aFRR and mFRR
with exchange
dimensioned upper bound

MW

MW

Substitution for mFRR volume shortage
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Cross-border Linking of TSO demand
▪ Cross-border Linking of TSO demand covers two subcategories: sharing
of reserves and exchange of balancing capacity.

▪ Sharing of reserves means that TSOs can share the same volume of

EUR/
MW

TSO A

indiv.
EUR/ indiv.
core
MW core
part dimensioned
part

TSO B
dimensioned

Jointly above
core parts

EUR/
MW jointly

sum of indiv.
dimensioned dimensioned

balancing capacity from the procurement as long as individual system
security requirements are met. The chance that two TSOs need the
same volume of balancing energy resulting from the shared balancing
capacity at the same time could be below a required threshold and
therefore this amount can be shared without impact on security. In
consequence, total procurement of volumes of balancing capacity can
MW
MW
be reduced. Pre-conditional for linking of TSO BC demand is the
availability of CZC in the direction from the allocated (reserved)
capacities to cover the individually dimensioned TSO BC demand.
The graph demonstrates the two-countries situation. TSOs A and B would individually reserve up to the dotted blue lines. With sharing
of reserves, they reserve the core parts of their demands in their control areas, individually, and would need CZCs to replace the gap up
to the individually dimensioned volume (red horizontal arrows in the left figure) or the maximum volume available from other control
zones (red horizontal arrows in the middle figure). Totally dimensioned volumes could be lower than the sum of individually
dimensioned volumes as shown in the right figure as it is very improbable that both TSOs fully activate the individually dimensioned
volumes at the same time. The more TSOs participate in such a cooperation, the more jointly dimensioned volumes can be reduced.

MW
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Cross-border Linking of TSO BC demand
▪ Excursus: Sharing of reserves vs. exchange of balancing capacity *
▪ The following numerical example demonstrates the difference between sharing of reserves and exchange of balancing capacity:
▪ The table shows two TSOs A and B. TSO A requires 400 MW BC,

Exchange of Reserves

TSO B requires 300 MW.

TSO A

▪ The left part of the table is the example for exchange of reserves,
the right part of the table corresponds to sharing of reserves.

▪ Exchange of balancing capacity means in the example that TSO A

can reserve 50 MW of the required 400 MW through TSO B in
control area B. Thus, TSO A procures 350 MW BC in control area A
and TSO B procures 350 MW in control area B whereof 50 MW are
for TSO A. This requires 50 MW CZC reserved from control area B
to control area A.

▪ Sharing of reserves means in the example that TSO A allows TSO

TSO B

Sharing of Reserves
TSO A

MW

TSO B

MW

Requirement
total

400

300

400

300

local

200

150

200

150

Sharing Potential

0

0

100

50

Sharing Agreement

0

0

0

50

Exchange Agreement

-50

50

0

0

Connecting TSO

350

350

400

250

B to let activate 50 MW of reserves through TSO A in control area
A. As both TSOs assume that they need not fully activate their
reserves at the same time, they fulfil their system requirements even though TSO B reduces his individual procurement. This
requires 50 MW CZC reserved from control area A to control area B.

* We

consider exchange of reserves not to be
a subgroup of elastic TSO demand.
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Indivisibility of bids
▪ Indivisibility of bids relates to the last bid in a balancing capacity merit order. If the last bid is of high

volume, it could happen that only a small share of that bid is required to reach the dimensioned
volume. Thus, a TSO decides either to select this lower-price bid or a subsequent higher-price bid of
lower volume. As prices are per MW, costs of the higher-price bid might be lower as shown in the
graph.
As long as the dashed area from the red high-price bid is smaller than the dashed area from the
yellow lower-price bid, the TSO would select the red bid. With balancing capacity bid divisibility, the
TSO could reserve the offered yellow capacity partially. This results in lower costs for the TSO (the
solid yellow area instead of the total red area). BSPs need to decide on the minimum indivisible
volume share per bid. If this is not met by the TSO demand for the last bid, the bid is killed and the
next bid fulfilling the dimensioning criterion is selected.

EUR/MW

dimensioned

MW
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Impact of linking and elastic TSO demand on cross-border
procurement of balancing capacity
▪ Linking of TSO demand and elastic TSO demand could affect the market outcome between individual markets of one control area/
block and also cross-border directly. Linking of TSO demand can be implemented for simultaneous FRR BC procurement.

▪ Sharing of reserves and exchange of reserves depend on the available CZC and therefore required conditions which enter the CZCA

Optimization function. TSOs need to provide their market-related core parts and the individually desired joint volumes (aFRR and mFRR
BC (pos. & neg.)). TSOs also provide the reduction of the sum of dimensioned volumes due to joint dimensioning. Bids above the
individual core parts per control area/ block enter a joint merit order from which TSOs activate the required capacities. Activation from
the joint merit order requires CZCs at least for replacing volumes from the own control area and at most of what is available from other
control areas.

▪ In contrast, indivisibility of bids affects the selection of the last bid but is independent from the procurement approach. Indivisibility of

bids affects the situation within single markets but not between markets. Therefore, they do not (directly) affect the CZCA optimization
function.
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Implementation framework – Two TSOs case
▪ Two TSOs want to consider the possibility of sharing of reserves bilaterally. Therefore, individually the total BC demand consists of two
parts:

▪ a core part which needs to be procured in the TSO’s own control area/ block
▪ a joint part which can be jointly procured with the other TSO in the other TSO’s control area/block or (also) in the own.
▪ The jointly procured part is modelled in a virtual bidding zone between the two TSOs’ control areas/block.
▪ BSPs' bids corresponding to the jointly procured volume are accessible from the virtual bidding zone, according to the level of
available CZC.

▪ The jointly procured TSO demand is procured once in the virtual bidding zone (instead of twice in each of both local pricing zones).

A

V

TSO A
EUR/
MW

B
TSO B

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

indiv. core dimensioned
part

EUR/
MW

EUR/
MW

indiv. core dimensioned
part

Jointly procured
balancing capacity

Merged BSP bids
MW

MW

MW
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Implementation framework – Two TSOs case
▪

Jointly procured balancing capacity is at maximum the minimum of the two TSOs’ individually determined jointly procured part of
their demand.

▪
▪

The matching against BSPs’ bids relies on virtual ATC allowing bids to match in the virtual bidding zone.

▪

The graph below shows that TSO B wants to reserve more jointly (vertical green dotted line right of red dotted line in the right graph).
Bids in control area B are less expensive than in A. Therefore, joint procurement is fully undertaken in B to reach the minimum of both
TSOs’ jointly procured demand. As bids are more expensive in A, the bidding curve in A shifts downwards due to joint procurement.
However, not all higher-price bids in A can be replaced by joint procurement as demonstrated by the solid line at the upper end of
the new bidding curve in A.

Virtual ATCs are bound above by available CZCs, in order to make it possible to activate balancing capacities across the border. In
return, the matching of BSPs’ bids in the virtual bidding zones results in a corresponding CZC allocation.

A

V

B

TSO A

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

TSO B

EUR/
MW

EUR/
MW

EUR/
MW

Jointly procured
balancing capacity

Merged bids
MW

MW

MW
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Implementation framework – Two TSOs case – Example
▪ In the following an example is provided to explain the savings from joint procurement and where to buy the volume desired for joint
procurement above the minimum:

▪ Demand which can be jointly procured in virtual bidding zone =

▪ TSO A demand = 600MW = 500MW core + 100MW desired joint demand

100MW

▪ TSO B demand = 920MW = 800MW core + 120MW desired joint demand
▪ Supply in A = 400MW@10€ + 300MW@20€

▪ TSO B needs to procure 820MW by itself and 100MW jointly in virtual

▪ Supply in B = 700MW@5€ + 300MW@30€
▪ Local matching in A : 500MW core against 400MW@10€ + 100MW@20€

▪ Total quantity procured = 500MW (core A) + 800MW (core B) +

bidding zone

100MW (mutual) + 20MW (individual B)

▪ ATC A to B ≥ 120MW

▪ Local matching in B : 800MW core against 700MW@5€ + 100MW@30€
▪ Joint procurement : 100MW against 100MW@20€ in A

▪ Individual procurement B : 20MW against 20MW@20€ in A (cross-zonal procurement)
Virtual ATC

A
EUR/
MW

▪ ATC B to A is not used
Virtual ATC

V

TSO A

Joint procurement and individual B procurement are possible
cross-border

B
TSO B

Joint TSOs virtual zone

indiv. core dimensioned
part

EUR/
MW

EUR/
MW

Jointly procured
balancing capacity
Bids possibly matched
cross-border
MW

MW

indiv. core dimensioned
part
Bids possibly matched
cross-border

MW
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Implementation framework – Two TSOs case – Example
▪

In the following an example is provided to explain how the joint procurement is limited by available cross-zonal capacity. The
differences to the prior example are provided in bold.
▪ Demand which can be jointly procured in virtual bidding zone = 80MW
▪ TSO A demand = 600MW = 500MW core + 100MW jointly dimensioned

▪ TSOB needs to procure 840MW by itself and 80MW jointly in virtual
bidding zone

▪ TSOB demand = 920MW = 800MW core + 120MW jointly dimensioned

▪ Total quantity procured = 500MW (core A) + 800MW (core B) + 80MW

▪ Supply in A = 400MW@10€ + 300MW@20€

(mutual) + 40MW (individual B) + 20MW (individual A)

▪ Supply in B = 700MW@5€ + 300MW@30€
▪ Local matching in A : 500MW core against 400MW@10€ + 100MW@20€

▪ ATC A to B = 80MW

▪ Local matching in B : 800MW core against 700MW@5€ + 100MW@30€

 Joint procurement is only partially possible cross-border,
individual B procurement must be local (depending on CZ
procurement curtailment rule)

▪ Joint procurement : 80MW against 80MW@20€ in A

▪ Individual procurement B : 40MW against 40MW@30€ in B (local
procurement)

▪ ATC B to A is not used

▪ Individual procurement A : 20MW against 20MW@20€ in A (local
procurement)

A

Virtual ATC

TSO A
EUR/
MW

V

indiv. core dimensioned
part

Virtual ATC

TSO B

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone
EUR/
MW

EUR/
MW

Jointly procured
balancing capacity
Bids possibly matched
cross-border
MW

B

MW

indiv. core dimensioned
part
Bids possibly matched
cross-border

MW
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Implementation framework – Three TSOs case
▪
▪

Let us extent the example now to the three TSO case:

▪

In addition to the calculation of joint TSO BC demand in each virtual bidding zone like in the two-TSO case, a constraint applies to
limit the sum of the two joint procurements by the volume of the jointly procured part in B: QAB + QBC ≤ B desired jointly procured
part.

▪

The procurement is based on total economic surplus maximization i.e., the split in the joint procurements of TSO B is determined by
the surplus over all control areas/ block, considering all joint procurement needs and available CZCs.

TSO B can procure the identified demand for joint procurement jointly either with TSO A or with TSO C, but the identical balancing
capacity volume for TSO B cannot be procured twice in the two virtual bidding zones.

For instance, TSO B might procure jointly with TSO A, matching against bids in zone B, if this avoids TSO A to procure the dimensioned part at a high price, instead of
procuring jointly with TSO C against bids in zone C at a lower price.

A

Virtual ATC

Virtual ATC
AB

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

TSO A
EUR/
MW

V

indiv. core dimensioned
part

EUR/
MW

Jointly procured
balancing capacity

MW

MW

Virtual ATC

B
indiv. core
part

Virtual ATC
BC

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

TSO B
EUR/
MW

V

dimensioned

EUR/
MW

Jointly procured
balancing capacity

MW

MW

C
TSO C

EUR/
MW

indiv. core
part

dimensioned

MW
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Implementation framework – Generalization
▪
▪
▪

The method can be generalized to any TSO configuration, using linear constraints on matched volumes.

▪

For each TSO T, the sum of jointly and individually procured balancing products is lower than the total TSO demand:
σ 𝑋∈{𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝑇} 𝑄𝑇𝑋 + 𝑄𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝑄𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

For each couple of TSOs, the joint demand in their virtual zone is the minimum between the two desired shares for joint procurement.

For each TSO T, the sum of jointly procured balancing products together with other TSOs cannot exceed the desired share for joint
procurement: σ 𝑋∈{𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑇} 𝑄𝑇𝑋 ≤ 𝑄𝑇𝑑

TSO A

A

TSO B
Virtual ATC

V

Virtual ATC

AB

B

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

TSO C
Virtual ATC

V

Virtual ATC
BC

C

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

V

BD

V

CE

D

E

TSO D

TSO E
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Implementation framework – Generalization
▪ As cross-zonal BC procurement and joint procurement use the same cross-zonal capacities, mutual CZC constraints should be used in
the model.

▪ Example: Individual cross-border procurement of TSO B in zone A uses CZC A to B, as well as joint procurement of TSOs A and B in
zone A.

▪ Therefore, the following constraint should apply: flow (A to VAB) + flow (A to B) ≤ ATC (A to B).
▪ Such mutual ATC constraints are already implemented in Euphemia.
TSO A

A

TSO B
Virtual ATC

V

Virtual ATC

AB

B

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

TSO C
Virtual ATC

V

Virtual ATC
BC

C

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

V

BD

V

CE

D

E

TSO D

TSO E
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Implementation framework – Generalization
▪ Possible cooperations might involve several TSOs. In such configurations,
joint BC procurement might be pairwise or commonly joint.

▪ The mechanism of virtual bidding zones still applies. The virtual bidding

zone has no supply and has a demand representing the demand for joint
BC procurement. Supply orders can match this demand through virtual
ATCs.

Joint TSOs virtual bidding zone

V

▪ The model for ATC constraints should be extended to apply to such

configurations. E.g., cumulative ATC constraints implemented in Euphemia
can be used for that purpose.
For example, the utilization of a virtual ATC of 100MW A->V requires the
availability of cross-zonal capacities of 100MW A->B and 100MW B->C (or
the equivalent exchange in flow-based i.e., an increase of 100MW net
export position in A and a decrease of 100MW net export position in B or in
C).

▪ The allocation of cross-zonal capacities should be adapted.

Virtual ATC

TSO A

A

ABC

Virtual ATC

Virtual ATC

TSO C

TSO B
ATC

B

ATC

C

For example, the virtual allocation of 100MW A->V should result in a crosszonal allocation of 100MW A->B and 100MW B->C.

▪ The calculation time might increase as an effect of the increased number of

virtual bidding zones and ATC constraints. However, as these constraints are
linear, the impact of the implementation on the complexity of the algorithm
is expected to have a small operational effect.
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Cross-zonal procurement and pricing
Although this is not in the focus of this study, we want to point out that pricing in the sense of marginal pricing or
pay-as-bid affects the outcome of cross-zonal procurement.
In the following, we consider marginal pricing as the default situation.
Pay-as-bid clearing may imply additional rules in cross-zonal procurement

B

▪ Let us assume three bidding zones A, B and C, each TSO having a price-taking demand of 100MW. In each

bidding zone exists one supply bid: 200MW@10€ in A, 101MW@20€ in B and 101MW@20€ in C.
Let us assume cross-zonal capacities limit cross-zonal procurement: CZCs are 50MW A to B, 50MW A to C and
total CZC out of A must be lower than 50MW.
This mutual CZC constraint is known as mutual ATC constraint in Euphemia.

▪ Under a marginal-pricing mechanism, prices in each bidding zone are determined by welfare maximization.
Equilibrium prices are 10€ in A and 20 € in B and C.
However, the three following configurations are equivalent:

A
C

▪ Flow A to B is 50MW, flow A to C is 0MW, supply bid in B executed up to 50MW, supply bid in C executed up to 100MW
▪ Flow A to B is 0MW, flow A to C is 50MW, supply bid in B executed up to 100MW, supply bid in C executed up to 50MW
▪ Flows A to B and A to C equal 25MW, supply bids in B and C executed up to 75MW
▪ In Euphemia, this situation is solved by rules for flow calculation and is unlikely to occur since demand orders are not generally price-taking.

▪ Under a pay-as-bid mechanism, the three configurations, although equivalent with respect to welfare

maximization, will result in different prices paid by TSOs. Paid prices are set by actual flows, which should be
determined by a specific rule.

▪ The issue is not limited to the configuration in the example (e.g., a linear configuration A->B->C shows a similar
issue without mutual CZC constraints; see also the elastic demand model, which relies on virtual bidding zones
and therefore faces the same issue) and likely to occur since TSO BC demand is always price-taking.
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Changes in the Procurement Structure
▪ Following the discussion of individual aspects in line with cross-border procurement of balancing capacity, we will provide an

overview of potential effects of the introduced aspects when combining multiple aspects and how linking of BC bids and crossborder procurement of balancing capacity change behavior and, thus, markets and competition in the short term and in the
long term.

▪ The following aspects will be further qualitatively discussed here:
▪ Impact on prices
▪ Impact on market structure
▪ Impact on procurement costs
▪ Strategic bidding and impact on renewables
▪ Selective bid acceptance
▪ This list is non-exhaustive. While some of these aspects need to be accepted as an outcome of market integration, others
require the elaboration of a most objective market design.
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Changes in the Procurement Structure
▪ Current isolated BCMs show structural differences in execution prices and in the share between mFRR and aFRR BC procurement.
▪ Therefore, the linking of aFRR and mFRR BC products combined with cross-border procurement might significantly change the current
structure of BCMs. A higher competition on the supply side (increase of available supply bids for each TSO and competition between
aFRR and mFRR BC markets) as well as the emergence of a competition on the demand side (TSOs share the access to cheap BC bids)
is expected. Beside global positive effects such as the increase of liquidity and welfare and a higher market efficiency (BSPs are
encouraged to bid at marginal costs), antagonistic effects may locally result in a range of impacts.

▪ Impact on prices. XB procurement makes a link between clearing prices in all bidding zones. As a consequence, in bidding zones

where prices are low, an increase of prices can be expected, resulting in higher BC procurement costs for the connecting TSOs. In
addition, the possibility of cross-border matching at a higher price creates an incentive for cheap BSPs to increase bid prices. However,
also the opposite effect is expected to occur: Expensive BSPs are incentivized to decrease bid prices because of higher competition, the
local consequence being possibly a lack of matching opportunities for BSPs which are used to offering higher prices and a loss of
revenue for these BSPs. The emergence of cross-zonal reference prices will depend on the size of connected markets (whether cheap
and expensive markets are of the same size or not) and the stability over time of interconnection capacity (whether the available
transfer capacity is constant or volatile).

In particular in “small” control areas (i.e. where BC volumes are significantly lower than in adjacent control areas), market prices can be
determined more by XB supply bidding prices than by local bidding prices, making it necessary for local BSPs to align their prices to
cross-border prices. This effect occurs up to perfect market values convergence or up to the available interconnection capacity. If TSO
demand exceeds available interconnection capacity, local BSPs become price makers again.
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Changes in the Procurement Structure
▪ Impact on market structure. In “small” control areas having significantly higher prices in the mFRR BCM than in adjacent areas, cross-

border procurement combined with the linking of products (product substitution i.e. mFRR BC replaced by aFFR BC and the higher
liquidity expected from the linking of aFRR BC and mFRR BC products) is expected to significantly reduce mFRR BC clearing prices and
matched mFRR BC volumes. Then, locally, the liquidity of mFRR BCM tends to decrease, leaving fewer opportunities for local BSPs to
provide mFRR BC products.
In other words, the combination of cross-border procurement and the linking of products may simultaneously change clearing prices
and the share between mFRR BC and aFRR BC procurement significantly.
Conversely, a “small” market having low mFRR BC prices may compete against cross-zonal aFRR BC bids at higher price, resulting in a
decrease of aFRR BC matched volumes in the bigger market and in fewer mFRR BC local matching opportunities in the smaller market.
The stability over time of interconnection capacities will determine the possibility to find a new equilibrium in market structures. The
share between aFRR and mFRR BC matching in “small” markets might be more volatile, which results in a lower quality of reference
prices.
Although the current work proposes product linking based on what is implemented in the Euphemia algorithm today, a deeper analysis
of possible changes in market structure may lead to different proposals for product linking.

▪ Impact on BC procurement costs. As price and market structure changes are expected to be higher and more volatile in “small”

markets, resulting in a higher risk premium component in bid prices, a consequence might be an increase of procurement costs for
some TSOs, even though the global effect of cross-border procurement and product linking is expected to be an increase of welfare
and a higher market efficiency. An analysis of this TSO competition for cheap products might result in mitigation measures.
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Changes in the Procurement Structure
No linking

▪ Strategic bidding and impact on renewables. Strategic bidding requires

heterogeneous positions of bidders in a market where more dominant bidders are
able to affect the market outcome with their bidding behavior. Strategic bidding
could occur at one point in time, over multiple MTUs or between markets. *

EUR/MW

peak

EUR/MW

off-peak

reserved

reserved

▪ Strategic bidding at one point in time is possible due to the provision of balancing

capacities from production units with different production properties. E.g., wind and
solar capacities can provide balancing energy only if wind or solar radiation is
available. In contrast, thermal production units are more flexible.

▪ Linking of BC bids strengthens the position of thermal providers. This is

demonstrated by the following example of linking over time: Assume two BSPs, a
solar (green bids) and a thermal provider of BC bids (grey bids). Without linking, the
solar BSP would provide the BC bids in peak hours and the thermal BSP in off-peak
hours (upper graph).
By linking peak- and off-peak balancing capacity bids (lower graph), the thermal
provider could offer bids at prices below the solar bid prices in peak hours and
regain his losses from his peak-time bids with his off-peak-time bids and, thus,
foreclose solar providers.

MW

MW

With linking over time

EUR/MW

peak

EUR/MW

off-peak
reserved

reserved

benefit
loss

In peak hours, the thermal providers needs to provide bids at prices below short-run
incremental costs to undercut solar bids which drives his peak-time bids
unprofitable. But this loss can be compensated by higher-price off-peak bids with
no solar BSPs.

MW

MW
* We

have discussed the last aspect in
the context of bid substitution.
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Changes in the Procurement Structure
▪ Strategic linking of BC bids is beneficial for the thermal BSP as long as the off-peak benefit is larger than the peak loss.
In the short term, this is less beneficial for the thermal BSP than providing bids only to off-peak hours.

▪ In the long term, the solar BSP will withdraw from the market which results in higher market concentration with higher prices.
Beyond, as the solar BSP knows the thermal BSP’s pricing strategy, linking over time might become a market entry barrier.

▪ Strategic bidding due to linking requires adequate market rules which reduce the corresponding incentive. One option could
be an upper-bound cap of links per BSP either for each type of linking or for all types jointly.
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Changes in the Procurement Structure
No linking

▪ Selective bid acceptance. While the previous example displays a deliberate strategic
behavior of a BSP, similar consequences could occur due to the welfare maximizing
procurement of bids: The merit order for balancing capacity bids is determined by
maximizing the overall economic surplus over all market time units of day D. In
consequence, it could happen that repeatedly bids in the money are not accepted in
favor of more expensive bids which are linked over time.

EUR/MW

MTU 2

MTU 1

EUR/MW

reserved

reserved

▪ This is demonstrated by the following example: In the upper graphs no linking over

time is possible. Therefore, the yellow bids up to the red vertical line are accepted in
MTU 1 as well as the yellow bids up to the vertical line in MTU 2. The blue bids in
MTU 2 are not provided as they require the acceptance of the blue bids in MTU 1.

MW

With linking over time

▪ If linking is allowed, the blue bids in MTU 2 can be selected in combination with the

corresponding blue bids in MTU 1. Welfare is maximized due to the linked bids if the
dotted area in the MTU 2 graph is larger than the dotted area in the MTU 1 graph.

▪ Although neither BSPs nor TSOs explicitly try to affect market outcomes, the welfare

MW

EUR/MW

MTU 2

MTU 1

EUR/MW

reserved

reserved

optimization mechanism might discriminate explicitly the bids of particular BSPs.

▪ The same could occur by cross-product linking.

MW

MW
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Summary
▪ This chapter provides a theoretical overview over (1) sequential and simultaneous BC procurement, (2) linking of BC bids, (3)
linking of TSO BC demand, (4) elastic TSO BC demand and (5) pricing within balancing capacity markets.

▪ Expected aspects to be taken into account during the process development have been made explicit.
▪ Sequential procurement finalizes aFRR BC procurement before mFRR BC procurement starts. BSPs know the outcome of

the aFRR BC procurement process before providing their mFRR BC bids. Thus, the CZCA Optimization process and also the
Procurement Optimization process need to consider less linking constraints. However, this comes along with two CZCA
Optimization steps, limited information in the first procurement step, and missing opportunity to perform accurately
substitution of reserves for volume shortage and procurement cost minimisation.

▪ Allowing for cross-product linking in the simultaneous procurement regime reduces market and portfolio optimization

uncertainty for BSPs. This facilitates a one-step approach. Thus, the CZCA Optimization is more complex but it needs to run
only once.

▪ From a TSO perspective, linking and elasticity of BC demand in combination with cross-border procurement increase the
liquidity of markets, reduce procurement costs and volume shortage and, thus, are expected to increase procurement
efficiency.

▪ However, linking of BC bids and elastic TSO BC demand in combination with cross-border procurement of balancing capacity
require a most objective economic analysis and consequent legal framing. Beyond, regular economic reviews of changes in
market structures and BSPs’ bidding and TSOs’ procurement behavior help to secure the economic benefits of cross-border
procurement of balancing capacities.

▪ In the next chapter, the sequential and the simultaneous procurement processes will be further elaborated and discussed in
the direction of implementability.
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Introduction
1. This chapter introduces first a proposal for the sequential cross-border aFRR and mFRR balancing capacity (BC) procurement
process implementation.

2. Subsequently, a proposal for the simultaneous cross-border aFRR and mFRR BC procurement process implementation will
be introduced.

Both, the sequential and the simultaneous proposals follow the requirements of the CCR Core market-based cross-zonal
capacity allocation methodology.

3. The individual steps of the two processes will be subsequently described and compared between the two process proposals.
4. The processes will then be compared to the existing procurement processes in Germany and in the Netherlands. In so
doing, we will derive the required changes to get from current regimes to the new regimes for cross-border procurement in
Germany and in the Netherlands.

5. One key driver in this respect is the standardization of products. In line with Art. 25 (2) of the Commission Regulation (EU)

2017/2195, ACER has published a decision on standard products for balancing capacity for frequency restoration reserves
and replacement reserves (SPBC). These requirements will be compared to the existing BC products in the Netherlands and
Germany.
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Background Explanation
▪ The focus of this chapter is on processes
▪ to develop a joint understanding of the processes
▪ to discuss feasibility.
▪ The following process steps exist:
individual TSO process steps (joint German TSO process steps depending on the process)
dimensioning step: individual TSO step (joint German TSO step), not part of the procurement

joint CZCA Optimization function (CZC-split function)
BSP step

▪ BC demand means the calculated balancing capacity demand a TSO needs to procure (locally + regionally)
▪ BC procurement volume means the volume of balancing capacity a TSO shall procure locally based on the outcome of the
CZCA optimization function.

▪ First, a general overview of all process steps will be provided on the next slides for the sequential FRR BC procurement

process and for the simultaneous FRR BC procurement process and, subsequently, each process will be described in its
details.
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Process overview
▪ The previous chapter has provided a general overview of the FRR BC procurement process as foreseen by CCR Core. Main
steps are the same in this proposal for the sequential and the simultaneous FRR BC procurement processes. The major
difference is a sequential process of aFRR and mFRR BC procurement in the first process.

▪ The particular steps are the following:
1. In the dimensioning step, each TSO (the German TSOs jointly) will determine its aFRR and mFRR BC demand. The outcome of the
dimensioning step is from TSO perspective the starting point for both, the aFRR BC procurement process and the mFRR BC
procurement process.

2. Subsequently, BSPs determine their BC bids including links between bids. Linking of BC bids in the sequential process comprises

intertemporal linking only.* In the simultaneous procurement approach, cross-product linking is required as BSPs do not know the
outcome of the aFRR BC market clearing when providing mFRR BC bids.

3. BSPs provide their bids to their connecting TSO which pseudonymizes the bids and prepares the bids in the pre-coupling step for
the CZCA Optimization function.

4. The CZCA Optimization function determines the optimal allocation of CZC (CZC split).
5. Subsequently, the selection of BC bids is conducted in the Procurement Optimization step.
6. Based on the outcome of the Procurement Optimization, TSOs procure the resulting volume from BSPs in their control areas/
block.

•

We refrain from more complex intertemporal linking which could be introduced by linking families here to facilitate
an easy-to-start process implementation. Linking complexity could be increased in a second step.
Intertemporal linking is explained in the previous chapter.
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Sequential procurement process
Inputs

1
Dimensioning
aFRR and
mFRR

Process

Outputs

▪

Data from reference periods

▪

▪

▪

Expected volume from sharing of
reserves and provided free bids

Calculate FRR BC (pos. & neg.) dimensioning
requirements

Core aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

Determine FRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing if reserves
potential

▪

▪

Calculate aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) core
demands and the maximum aFRR and mFRR BC
volume for joint procurement with each other TSO

Maximum joint aFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) demand per
other TSO

▪

Core mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

Calculate FRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of reserves
CZC demands

▪

▪

Calculate CZCs (import and export)

Maximum joint mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) demand per
other TSO

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
for day D including links
over time

▪

Pseudonymized aFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) bids for day D
including links over time

▪

▪

Information on power plant
outages and power plants in
operation, DC cables in operation
Other inputs such as weather
conditions, prices or temperature

Timing
Individual TSO process,
constraint: sufficient leadtime

aFRR BC procurement
2
BSPs’ aFRR BC
bid preparation
and provision

3

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC demand

▪

▪

Input market forecast (Expected
weather conditions, load, XB
capacities, ..)

Forecast the optimal cost function for providing
aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) and energy for
the DAM based on production constraints

▪

Production constraints for own
portfolio optimization

Determine the expected DAM price and the
expected marginal aFRR and mFRR BC prices

▪

Optimize portfolio for day D

▪

Pseudonymize aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids.

▪

Make bids format-compatible for CZCA
Optimization function

▪

▪
Pre-coupling

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids for
day D including links over time

final by 08:35

final by 08:40
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Sequential procurement process
Inputs

4
CZCA
Optimization

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids incl.
links & indivisibility constraints

▪

(estimated) CZCs to adjacent TSOs

▪

CZC allocation limitations

▪

Core aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

Maximum joint aFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) demand with each other TSO

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of
reserves potential

▪

DA bidding function preparation
input (including shadow prices,
PTDFs, …)

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) incl. links &
indivisibility constraints

▪

Core aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of
reserves potential

▪

Optimal CZCA (CZC split) for each
TSO-TSO combination and aFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) virtual ATCs

▪

Determine the aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be reserved
for virtual bidding zones

▪

Iterate until lowest procurement cost-combination of
bids is reached given linking constraints and the
following constraints: optimal CZC allocation, virtual
ATCs, core BC demand, BC sharing of reserves potential
& indivisibility constraints

5
aFRR BC
Procurement (pos.
& neg.)
Optimization

Process

▪

▪

Optimal CZCA (CZC split) for
each TSO-TSO combination
and aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
virtual ATCs

Determine the core aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

Determine the aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be reserved
for own purposes and for other TSOs

Virtual bidding zone aFRR BC
demand

▪

Determine the aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be reserved
in other control areas/ block

Core aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
bids

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for own purposes
and for other TSOs

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
reserved in other control areas/
block

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for virtual bidding
zones

▪

Marginal aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
prices (if needed)

▪

Reasons for skipped BC bids

▪

Determine DA market value functions

▪

Determine aFRR BC market value functions

▪

Determine the demand in each virtual bidding zone
as the maximum joint aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
procurement per TSO pair.

▪

Iterate until maximum economic surplus is reached
given linking constraints, DA market value functions
and the following constraints: CZC allocation
constraints, core BC volumes, maximum joint aFRR BC
procurement per TSO pair, BC sharing of reserves
potential & indivisibility constraints

▪
▪

Timing

Outputs
final by 08:55

final by 09:00
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Sequential procurement process
Inputs

aFRR BC (pos. &
neg.)
procurement,
determination of
BC Merit Orders,
Publication of
results

▪

Re-pseudonymize BSP aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids from
other control areas/ blocks

▪

Individual aFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) Merit Orders

▪

▪

Calculated BC procurement volume

Reserve aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids from own control
area/ block, aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids for other
TSOs and for the virtual bidding zones.

BSP information about
accepted BC bids

▪

Publication of results and
reasons for skipped BC bids

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
for day D including links
over time

▪

Pseudonymized mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) bids for day D
including links over time

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids from
own control area/ block

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be
reserved for virtual bidding
zones

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be
reserved for other TSOs

▪

Reasons for skipped BC bids

▪

Determine aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) Merit Orders
including bids from own control area/ block, bids
reserved in other control areas and virtual bidding
zone bids.

▪

Update the cost function for providing mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) or energy for the DAM based on the
production constraints and reserved aFRR BC

Timing

Outputs

BSPs’ aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

6

Process

final by 09:05

mFRR procurement
7

BSPs’ reoptimization and
mFRR BC bid
provision

▪

BSP information about accepted
aFRR BC bids

▪

Update weather conditions

▪

aFRR BC portfolio optimization
outcome

▪

Determine the expected marginal mFRR BC prices

▪

Optimize portfolio for day D

mFRR (pos. & neg.) BC bids for day
D including links over time

▪

Pseudonymize mFRR BC bids.

▪

Make bids format-compatible for CZCA Optimization
function

▪

8
Pre-coupling

final by 09:15

final by 09:20
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Sequential procurement process
Inputs

9
CZCA ReOptimization

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids incl.
links & indivisibility constraints

▪

(estimated) CZCs to adjacent TSOs

▪

CZC allocation limitations

▪

already allocated CZC to aFRR BC

▪

Core mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

Maximum joint mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) demand with each other TSO

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of
reserves potential

▪

DA market value functions

▪
▪

10
mFRR BC
Procurement (pos.
& neg.)
Optimization

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) incl. links &
indivisibility constraints
Core mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of
reserves potential

▪

Optimal CZCA (CZC split) for each
TSO-TSO combination and mFRR
BC (pos. & neg.) virtual ATCs

Process

Timing

Outputs

▪

Re-optimized CZCA (CZC
split) for each TSO-TSO
combination and mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) virtual ATCs

final by 09:30

Determine the core mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

▪

Determine the mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be
reserved for own purposes and for other TSOs

Virtual bidding zone mFRR BC
demand

Before individual BSPs’ Day-Ahead
optimization starts

▪

▪

Determine the mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be
reserved in other control areas/ block

Core mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
bids

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for own purposes
and for other TSOs

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
reserved in other control areas/
block

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for virtual bidding
zones

▪

Marginal mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) prices (if needed)

▪

Reasons for skipped BC bids

▪

Determine DA market value functions

▪

Determine mFRR BC market value functions

▪

Determine the demand in each virtual bidding zone as
the maximum joint mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
procurement per TSO pair.

▪

Iterate until maximum economic surplus is reached
given linking constraints, DA market value functions
and the following constraints: CZC allocation
constraints, core BC volumes, maximum joint mFRR BC
procurement per TSO pair, BC sharing of reserves
potential and indivisibility constraints

▪

▪

Determine the mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be
reserved for virtual bidding zones

▪

Iterate until lowest procurement cost-combination of
bids is reached given linking constraints and the
following constraints: optimal CZC allocation, virtual
ATCs, core BC demand, BC sharing of reserves potential
& indivisibility constraints
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Sequential procurement process
Inputs

11

mFRR (pos. & neg.)
procurement and
determination of
BC Merit Orders,
Publication of
results

Process

▪

BSPs’ mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

Re-pseudonymize BSP mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids from
other control areas/ blocks

▪

▪

Calculated BC procurement volume

Reserve mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) core bids, mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) bids for other TSOs and own purposes
and for the virtual bidding zones.

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) from
own control area/ block

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for virtual bidding
zones

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for other TSOs

▪

Reasons for skipped BC bids

▪

Determine mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) Merit Orders
including bids from own control area/ block, bids
reserved in other control areas and virtual bidding
zone bids.

Outputs

▪

Individual mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) Merit Orders

▪

BSP information about
accepted BC bids

▪

Publication of results and
reasons for skipped BC bids

Timing
Before individual BSPs’ Day-Ahead
optimization starts
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Simultaneous procurement process
Inputs

Outputs

▪

Data from reference periods

▪

▪

▪

Expected volume from sharing of
reserves and provided free bids

Calculate FRR BC (pos. & neg.) dimensioning
requirements

Core aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

▪

Expected potential for elastic
demand

Determine FRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of reserves
potential

▪

Information on power plant
outages and power plants in
operation, DC cables in operation

Calculate aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) core
demands and the maximum aFRR and mFRR BC
volume for joint procurement with each other TSO

Maximum joint aFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) demand per
other TSO

▪

Core mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

▪

Other inputs such as weather
conditions, prices or temperature

Calculate FRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of reserves
CZC demands

▪

Calculate CZCs (import and export)

Maximum joint mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) demand per
other TSO

▪

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
for day D including crossproduct links and links over
time

▪

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
for day D including crossproduct links and links over
time

▪

Pseudonymized aFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) bids for day D
including links over time

▪

Pseudonymized mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) bids for day D
including cross-product links
and links over time

1
Dimensioning
aFRR and
mFRR

Process

▪
▪

▪

Timing
Individual TSO process,
constraint: sufficient leadtime

aFRR & mFRR procurement
2

BSPs’ aFRR and
mFRR BC bid
preparation and
provision

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC demand

▪

▪

Input market forecast (Expected
weather conditions, load, XB
capacities, ..)

Forecast the optimal cost function for providing
aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) and energy for
the DAM based on production constraints

▪

▪

Production constraints for own
portfolio optimization

Determine the expected DAM price and the
expected marginal aFRR and mFRR BC prices

▪

3
Pre-coupling

▪

▪

Optimize portfolio for day D

aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids for
day D including links over time

▪

Pseudonymize aFRR BC bids.

mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids for
day D including cross-product
links and links over time

▪

Pseudonymize mFRR BC bids.

▪

Make bids format-compatible for CZCA
Optimization function

final by 08:35

final by 08:40
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Simultaneous procurement process
Inputs

▪

4
CZCA
Optimization

aFRR & mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
bids incl. links & indivisibility
constraints

▪

(estimated) CZCs to adjacent
TSOs

▪

CZC allocation constraints, per
border, per product

▪

Core aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

Maximum joint aFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) demand per adj. TSO

▪

Core mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

Maximum joint mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) demand with each other
TSO

▪

aFRR & mFRR BC sharing of
reserves potentials

▪

Elastic TSO BC demand potentials

▪

DA bidding function preparation
input (including shadow prices,
PTDFs, …)

Process

▪

Determine DA market value functions

▪

Determine aFRR and mFRR BC market value
functions

▪

Determine the demand in each virtual bidding
zone as the maximum joint aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
procurement per TSO pair.

▪

Determine the demand in each virtual bidding
zone as the maximum joint mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) procurement per TSO pair.

▪

Iterate until maximum economic surplus is reached
given linking constraints, DA market value
functions and the following constraints: CZC
allocation constraints, core BC volumes, maximum
joint aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
procurement per TSO pair, aFRR and mFRR BC
sharing of reserves potential, elastic TSO demand
potentials & indivisibility constraints

Outputs

▪

Optimal CZCA (CZC split)
for each TSO-TSO
combination and aFRR and
mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
virtual ATCs

Timing

final by 09:30
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Simultaneous procurement process
Inputs

5
aFRR and mFRR
BC Procurement
(pos. & neg.)
Optimization

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) incl.
links & indivisibility constraints

▪

Determine the core aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
bids

▪

Core aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) demand

▪

Determine the aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for own purposes and other TSOs

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
sharing of reserves potential

▪

Determine the aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved in other control areas/ block

▪

Optimal CZCA (CZC split) for each
TSO-TSO combination and aFRR and
mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) virtual ATCs

▪

Determine the aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for virtual bidding zones

▪

Iterate until lowest procurement cost-combination of
bids is reached given linking constraints and the
following constraints: optimal CZC allocation, virtual
ATCs, core BC demand, BC sharing of reserves potential
& indivisibility constraints

▪

6

aFRR and mFRR
BC (pos. & neg.)
procurement and
determination of
BC Merit Orders,
Publication of
results

Process

BSPs’ aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) bids

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
from other control areas/ blocks

▪

Calculated BC procurement volume
▪ aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
core bids
▪ aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
bids to be reserved for virtual
bidding zones
▪ aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
bids to be reserved own
purposes and for other TSOs
▪ allocated CZC per border and per
product
▪ Reasons for skipped BC bids

Timing

Outputs
▪

Virtual bidding zone aFRR and
mFRR BC demand

▪

Core aFRR and mFRR BC (pos.
& neg.) bids

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) bids to be reserved for
own purposes and for other
TSOs

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) bids reserved in other
control areas/ block

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. &
neg.) bids to be reserved for
virtual bidding zones

▪

Marginal aFRR and mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) prices (if needed)

▪

Reasons for skipped BC bids

▪
▪

Re-pseudonymize BSP aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

Reserve aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) core bids,
aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids for other TSOs
and own purposes and for the virtual bidding zones.

Individual aFRR and mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) Merit Orders

▪

BSP information about
accepted bids

▪

Determine aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) Merit
Orders including bids from own control area/ block, bids
reserved in other control areas and virtual bidding zone
bids.

▪

Publication of results and
reasons for skipped bids

final by 09:35

Before individual BSPs’ Day-Ahead
optimization starts
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Description of the individual process steps
▪ In the following, we will describe the individual steps of the sequential and the simultaneous cross-border aFRR and mFRR BC
procurement processes.

▪ We explain the steps and elaborate the differences between the sequential and the simultaneous approaches.
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Description of the individual process steps
Inputs

Dimensioning
aFRR and
mFRR

Process

▪

Data from reference periods

▪

▪

▪

Expected volume from sharing of
reserves and provided free bids

Calculate FRR BC (pos. & neg.) dimensioning
requirements

Core aFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

Determine FRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of reserves
potential

▪

▪

Calculate aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) core
demands and the maximum aFRR and mFRR BC
volume for joint procurement with each other TSO

Maximum joint aFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) demand per
other TSO

▪

Core mFRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

Calculate FRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of reserves
CZC demands

▪

▪

Calculate CZCs (import and export)

Maximum joint mFRR BC
(pos. & neg.) demand per
other TSO

▪

▪

Information on power plant
outages and power plants in
operation, DC cables in operation
Other inputs such as weather
conditions, prices or temperature

Position in the procurement
processes

Outputs

▪

Step 1

▪ In the dimensioning step, TSOs individually (German TSOs jointly) determine the demand for aFRR and mFRR BC. Underlying

dimensioning rules and timings follow national requirements. Input data remain as they are determined by TSOs for their forecast of
required BC.

▪ TSOs calculate aFRR and mFRR BC core demands and the maximum aFRR and mFRR BC volume for joint procurement with each other
TSO.

▪ TSOs also determine the available CZCs for imports and exports.
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Description of the individual process steps
Inputs

BSPs’ FRR BC bid
preparation and
provision

▪

aFRR and mFRR BC demand

▪

▪

Input market forecast (Expected
weather conditions, load, XB
capacities, ..)

Forecast the optimal cost function for providing
aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) and energy for
the DAM based on production constraints

▪

Determine the expected DAM price and the
expected marginal aFRR and mFRR BC prices

▪

Optimize portfolio for day D

▪

Production constraints for own
portfolio optimization

Outputs

Position in the procurement
processes

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
for day D including links
over time

Sequential FRR BC procurement
process:

Process

▪

▪

Step 2 for aFRR BC

▪

Step 7 for mFRR BC

Simultaneous FRR BC
procurement process:

▪ Step 2 for aFRR and mFRR BC

▪ After the dimensioning step, the FRR BC procurement starts. In the sequential FRR BC procurement, a second BSP procurement process
is conducted for mFRR BC after aFRR BC markets are cleared.

▪ In this step, BSPs determine their FRR BC bids for day D including linking. In both the sequential and the simultaneous procurement
processes, linking over time is possible. In the simultaneous procurement process cross-product linking is also possible.*

▪ Bids provided to TSOs are the outcome of BSPs’ portfolio optimization. This step relies on multiple input factors and assumptions:
▪ published aFRR and mFRR BC demand

▪ latest market forecasts including weather conditions, the load situation, available XB capacities etc..
▪ production constraints of own production units
▪ the outcome of the aFFR BC market clearing for mFRR BC bids determination in the sequential procurement process

▪ Given the demand and market information, BSPs model the expected marginal aFRR and mFRR BC prices and the expected DAM price.
From this input, BSPs determine the optimal production function for providing aFRR and mFRR BC bids and energy for the DAM.

▪ The resulting FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids for day D incl. their links over time are provided to the connecting TSOs.
*

More details on the linking options can be found in the previous chapter.
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Description of the individual process steps
Inputs

▪

Pre-coupling

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids for day
D including links over time

Process

▪

Pseudonymize FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids.

▪

Make bids format-compatible for CZCA
Optimization function

Position in the procurement
processes

Outputs

▪

Pseudonymized FRR BC
(pos. & neg.) bids for day D
including links over time

Sequential FRR BC procurement
process:

▪

Step 3 for aFRR BC

▪

Step 8 for mFRR BC

Simultaneous FRR BC
procurement process:

▪ Step 3 for aFRR and mFRR BC

▪ In the pre-coupling step, TSOs prepare the aFRR and mFRR BC bids for provision to the joint CZCA Optimization function.
▪ Connecting TSOs collect all FRR BC bids provided by BSPs in their control area/block for day D.
▪ Bids are pseudonymized and made format-compatible for processing in the CZCA Optimization function.
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Description of the individual process steps
Inputs

CZCA
Optimization

▪

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids incl. links
& indivisibility constraints

▪

(estimated) CZCs to adjacent TSOs

▪

CZC allocation limitations

▪

Core FRR BC (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Maximum joint FRR BC (pos. &
neg.) demand with each other TSO

▪

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of
reserves potential

▪

DA bidding function preparation
input (including shadow prices,
PTDFs, …)

Process

▪

Determine DA market value functions

▪

Determine FRR BC market value functions

▪

Determine the demand in each virtual bidding zone
as the maximum joint FRR BC (pos. & neg.)
procurement per TSO pair.

▪

Position in the procurement
processes

Outputs
Optimal CZCA (CZC split) for
each TSO-TSO combination
and FRR BC (pos. & neg.)
virtual ATCs

▪

Sequential FRR BC procurement
process:

▪

Step 4 for aFRR BC

▪

Step 9 for mFRR BC

Simultaneous FRR BC
procurement process:

Iterate until maximum economic surplus is reached
given linking constraints, DA market value functions
and the following constraints: CZC allocation
constraints, core BC volumes, maximum joint FRR BC
procurement per TSO pair, BC sharing of reserves
potential & indivisibility constraints

▪ Step 4 for aFRR and mFRR BC

▪ The CZCA Optimization function determines the optimal CZC allocation for FRR BC (pos. & neg.) and for DAM purposes in an iterative
optimization procedure. It uses the pseudonymized FRR BC bids, information on CZCs and information on FRR BC demand to
determine the welfare-maximizing allocation of FRR BC. Linking constraints, constraints on bid indivisibility and sharing of reserves
potential are taken into account and drive the optimization procedure duration. Consequently, the outcome of the CZCA optimization
function is the optimal distribution of CZCA between all control areas including virtual ATCs. *

▪ Outputs of the CZCA Optimization function are the optimal CZCA (CZC split) for each TSO-TSO combination and the virtual ATCs.
▪ In the sequential procurement process, the CZCA Optimization function is run twice for aFRR and for mFRR BC procurement. In the
mFRR BC procurement process, CZCs allocated for aFRR BC purposes are firm.

*

Virtual ATCs secure for each TSO the required CZCs for activating bids
jointly reserved with another TSO in the other TSO’s control area.
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Description of the individual process steps
Inputs

FRR BC
Procurement (pos.
& neg.)
Optimization

Process

Position in the procurement
processes

▪

Determine the core FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

▪

Determine the FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be reserved
for own purposes and other TSOs

Virtual bidding zone FRR BC
demand

Sequential FRR BC procurement
process:

▪

Core FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

Step 5 for aFRR BC

▪

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be
reserved for own purposes and
for other TSOs

▪

Step 10 for mFRR BC

▪

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) incl. links &
indivisibility constraints

▪

Core FRR BC (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) sharing of
reserves potential

▪

Determine the FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be reserved
for virtual bidding zones

▪

Maximum joint FRR BC (pos. & neg.)
demand with each other TSO

▪

Determine the FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be reserved
in other control areas/ block

Optimal CZCA (CZC split) for each
TSO-TSO combination and FRR BC
(pos. & neg.) virtual ATCs

▪

▪

Outputs

Iterate until lowest procurement cost-combination of
bids is reached given linking constraints and the
following constraints: optimal CZC allocation, virtual
ATCs, core BC demand, BC sharing of reserves potential
& indivisibility constraints

▪

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids
reserved in other control areas/
block

▪

FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to be
reserved for virtual bidding
zones

▪

Marginal FRR BC (pos. & neg.)
prices (if needed)

▪

Reasons for skipped BC bids

Simultaneous FRR BC
procurement process:

▪ Step 5 for aFRR and mFRR BC

▪ The CZCA (CZC split) for each TSO-TSO combination and virtual ATCs as determined by the CZCA Optimization function enter the FRR

BC Procurement Optimization function. FRR BC bids incl. links and indivisibility constraints and sharing of reserves potentials of all TSOs
are provided by each TSO of a balancing capacity cooperation.

▪ From this input, the Procurement Optimization function determines the cost-minimizing Common Merit Order Lists (CMOLs) for FRR BC
(pos. & neg.) procurement as a combination of bids in TSOs’ individual control areas (core bids and other bids), from the virtual bidding
zones and the bids to be reserved in other control areas/block.

▪ The outcome of the Procurement Optimization function are the virtual bidding zone demand, the TSOs’ individual core FRR BC bids, the
FRR BC bids reserved for other TSOs, total FRR BC bids reserved in other control areas/block, FRR BC bids to be reserved for virtual
bidding zones and, if needed, marginal FRR BC prices. Reasons for skipped FRR BC bids will be determined by TSOs.
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Description of the individual process steps
Inputs

FRR BC (pos. &
neg.)
procurement and
determination of
BC Merit Orders,
Publication of
results

Process

Outputs

Position in the procurement
processes

▪

BSPs’ FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

Re-pseudonymize BSP FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids

▪

▪

FRR (pos. & neg.) bids from other
control areas/ blocks

▪

Reserve FRR BC (pos. & neg.) core bids, FRR BC
(pos. & neg.) bids for other TSOs and own
purposes and for the virtual bidding zones.

Individual FRR BC (pos. &
neg.) Merit Orders

Sequential FRR BC procurement
process:

▪

BSP information about
accepted BC bids

▪

Step 6 for aFRR BC

▪

Publication of results and
reasons for skipped BC bids

▪

Step 11 for mFRR BC

▪

Calculated BC procurement
volume

▪ FRR BC (pos. & neg.) from
own control area/ block

▪ FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to

▪

Determine FRR BC (pos. & neg.) Merit Orders
including bids from own control area/block, bids
reserved in other control areas and virtual bidding
zone bids.

Simultaneous FRR BC
procurement process:

▪ Step 6 for aFRR and mFRR BC

be reserved for virtual
bidding zones

▪ FRR BC (pos. & neg.) bids to
be reserved for other TSOs

▪

Reasons for skipped BC bids

▪ The FRR BC bids as determined in the Procurement Optimization to meet the different demand types per TSO enter the TSOs’ FRR BC
procurement process.

▪ Each TSO re-pseudonymizes the FRR BC bids of BSPs in his control area and reserves the matched FRR BC bids as core bids and bids for
own purposes, bids for other TSOs or for the virtual bidding zones. Subsequently, each TSO determine his individual FRR BC merit
order. Linking constraints are taken into account.

▪ BSPs are informed about their accepted BC bids. Results and reasons for skipped BC bids are published.
▪ With this step, the particular FRR BC procurement process ends.
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Elements of TSOs’ FRR demand and corresponding bids
▪ In a fully implemented cross-border procurement regime, TSOs’ BC demand can be divided into three demand layers: *
(1) TSOs together with NRAs (depending on national regulation) define core BC volumes. Core BC volumes need to be procured in the
own control area or block to secure the minimum level of BC of a particular type.
(2) TSOs procure BC jointly. Therefore, TSOs determine in the dimensioning step individually the maximum volume of each BC type
which should be procured with other TSOs in the CCR Core. The minimum volume of TSOs’ determined joint procurement defines
the individual TSO’s desired joint demand. The minimum of two TSOs’ desired joint demand determines the actual joint demand of
the two TSOs. The actual joint BC demand of TSOs and corresponding BC bids are matched in virtual bidding zones.
(3) The difference between actual joint demand and a TSO’s desired joint demand can be procured either in the TSO’s own control
area/ block or abroad.

▪ This results in the following categorization of BC bids:
(1) Core bids: Bids to be procured inside a TSO’s control area/ block to meet the TSO’s core BC demand
(2) Bids to be reserved for virtual bidding zones: Bids to be procured in a TSO’s control area/block to meet the virtual zones demand
in which the TSO participates

(3) Bids to be reserved for own purposes: Bids to be procured in a TSO’s control area/block as they are the less expensive bids to meet
the TSO’s total BC demand.

(4) Bids to be reserved on behalf of other TSOs: Bids to be procured in a TSO’s control area/block for other TSOs

▪ How demand types and bid types fit together is explained on the next slide.

*

A more detailed description of the underlying concept is
provided in the previous chapter.
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Elements of TSOs’ FRR BC demand and corresponding BC bids
MW

TSO FRR BC Demand

Difference between
Actual Joint Demand(s)
and Desired Joint
Demand(s)*

3

Actual Joint Demand

2

Core Demand

1

MW

FRR BC bids

4

Bids for
Other TSOs

3

Bids for Own
Purposes

2

Bids for Virtual
Bidding Zone

1

Core Bids

▪ The left part of the graph shows the dimensioned FRR BC volume of a TSO (his total FRR BC demand). The right part of the graph

shows the corresponding FRR BC bids which a TSO needs to procure in his control area. The horizontal lines demonstrate the maximum
FRR BC bid volume which a TSO could procure in its control area for the particular purpose.

▪ Examples to illustrate the relation between the two parts of the graph are provided on the next slides.
* For each virtual bidding zone where the
TSO is involved this difference could exist
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Elements of TSOs’ FRR BC demand and corresponding BC bids
▪ The FRR BC volume of core bids corresponds to the core FRR BC

demand (volume 1 in both parts of the graph). If the volume of core
FRR BC bids is below the core FRR BC demand, 1) there are no other
bids in the TSO’s control area for this FRR BC type and 2) the TSO
needs to secure the FRR BC volume from other TSOs or from other
markets or both.

▪ FRR BC volume 2 in the left part of the graph can at minimum be 0 if

MW

TSO FRR BC Demand

MW

FRR BC bids

4
Difference between
Actual Joint Demand(s)
and Desired Joint
Demand(s)

3

Actual Joint Demand

2

Core Demand

1

3
2
1

Bids for
Other TSOs

Bids for Own
Purposes

Bids for Virtual
Bidding Zone

Core Bids

no other TSO wants to exchange demand. Then, FRR BC volume 3 in
the left part of the graph equals current FRR BC volumes 2 + 3 and
FRR BC volume 3 in the right part of the graph equals FRR BC
volumes 2 + 3 in the right part of the graph.
▪ The FRR BC volume of bids for virtual bidding zones of one control area is at most the same as the actual joint demand. This means
that the FRR BC volume 2 in the right part of the graph is at most the FRR BC volume 2 in the left part of the graph. The FRR BC
volume 2 in the right part of the graph is 0 if the FRR BC bids in the other TSO’s control area are all less expensive. The FRR BC
volumes 2 are identical in both parts of the graph if the FRR BC bids in the TSO’s control area are all less expensive than the FRR BC
bids in all other TSOs’ control area.

▪ The volume of FRR BC bids for own purposes (3 in the right part of the graph) is at most identical to the sum of the differences

between the TSO’s actual joint FRR BC demand and the TSO’s desired joint FRR BC demand (3 in the left part of the graph). It is 0 in
both parts of the graph if the TSO is the one with the minimum desired joint FRR BC demand.
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Elements of TSOs’ FRR BC demand and corresponding BC bids
MW

▪ The example of the top graph on the right shows when dimensioned

core and desired joint FRR BC volume are completely covered by FRR
BC bids in the TSO’s own control area (volumes 1 and volumes 2
equal each other in both parts of the graph). Then, the TSO has the
minimum desired FRR BC demand among all TSOs with which the
TSO has a joint virtual bidding zone. Beyond, the TSO procures FRR
BC bids in its control area for other TSOs (FRR BC bid volume 4 in the
right part of the graph).

MW

FRR BC bids

4
Difference between
Actual Joint Demand(s)
and Desired Joint
Demand(s)

Bids for
Other TSOs

Bids for Own
Purposes

Actual Joint Demand

2

2

Bids for Virtual
Bidding Zone

Core Demand

1

1

Core Bids

MW

▪ In the second example (bottom graph), FRR BC bids in the TSO’s

control area are too expensive for provision to virtual bidding zones.
Actual joint FRR BC demand (FRR BC demand volume 2 in the left
part of the graph) is fully covered by FRR BC bids in other control
areas (FRR BC bid volume 2 in the right part of the graph is 0).
Beyond, the TSO covers the difference between desired and actual
joint FRR BC volumes partially from bids in its control area and partial
with FRR BC bids from other TSOs (FRR BC bid volume 3 in the right
part of the graph is below FRR BC demand volume 3 in the left part
of the graph).

TSO FRR BC Demand

TSO FRR BC Demand

MW

FRR BC bids
Bids for
Other TSOs

Difference between
Actual Joint Demand(s)
and Desired Joint
Demand(s)

3

Actual Joint Demand

2

Core Demand

1

3

Bids for Own
Purposes

Bids for Virtual
Bidding Zone

1

Core Bids
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Elements of TSOs’ FRR BC demand and corresponding BC bids
▪ In the example here, part of the actual joint FRR BC demand is

covered in the TSO’s control area (FRR BC bid volume 2 in the right
part of the graph is below FRR BC demand volume 2 in the left part
of the graph). The TSO has not the minimum desired joint FRR BC
demand. Therefore, he procures part of the FRR BC demand volume
3 in the left part of the graph in its control area but part of this also
through other TSOs (FRR BC bid volume 3 in the right part of the
graph is below FRR BC demand 3 in the left part of the graph).

MW

TSO FRR BC Demand

Difference between
Actual Joint Demand(s)
and Desired Joint
Demand(s)

3

Actual Joint Demand

2

Core Demand

1

MW

FRR BC bids

3
2
1

Bids for Own
Purposes

Bids for Virtual
Bidding Zone

Core Bids
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Implementation options for the aFRR/mFRR BC procurement optimization process
▪ In the CZCA Optimization function at least the CZCA (CZC split) for aFRR BC, for mFRR BC or for aFRR and mFRR BC jointly is performed

by a central optimization over all participating TSOs’ control areas/ block. The decision criterion for the allocation is the overall
economic surplus. Economic surplus maximization requires prices and volumes of each bid on the supply side and each TSO’s aFRR and
mFRR BC demands. For deriving the overall maximum economic surplus from CZC allocation, an overall procurement optimization
across all participating TSOs must implicitly be determined given CZC, bid and demand constraints and sharing of reserves potentials.

▪ Following the explanatory document to CCR Core TSOs’ proposal for a methodology for market-based allocation process, the BC

Procurement Optimization function minimizes the overall balancing capacity procurement costs pursuant to Article 58 (3) of the EBGL.
This is done by determining common Merit Order Lists (CMOLs) for aFRR and for mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) separately. Therefore, the
balancing capacity bids have to be accepted up to the demand of each TSO taking into account the optimal CZC splits, linking
constraints, demand constraints and sharing of reserves potentials. This is implemented by a clearing platform for the procurement of
balancing capacity.

▪ Three options exist where the clearing platform can be situated:

1. a) centrally within the CZCA Optimization function. As described above, the CZCA Optimization function needs to determine the economic surplus
maximizing selection of bids for the determination of the optimal CZC split. As it therefore implicitly determines the optimal overall procurement across all
participating TSOs, the CMOLs can be directly derived from this resulting in a one-step optimization with lowest optimization time.
1. b) centrally after the CZCA Optimization function. The CMOL is determined independently of the CZCA Optimization function. The Procurement
Optimization function could be performed by another central entity than the one conducting the CZC split (e.g. an RCC).
2. de-centrally/locally, after the CZCA Optimization function and for example by each TSO cooperation or within each LFC Block. As the CZCA Optimization
function provides the optimal CZC split, also a de-central/ local implementation of the clearing platform will provide the same cost-minimizing orders of
bids as a central clearing platform given sufficient optimization time.

▪ Options 1a and 1b require one single clearing platform. Option 2 will result in multiple (de-central) clearing platforms.
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Implementation options for the aFRR/mFRR BC procurement optimization process
▪ The following table compares the implementation options for the CZCA Optimization function and the FRR BC Procurement process
steps:

Options

Remarks

1) Centralized CZCA and procurement functions

▪ Higher operational efficiency

▪ CZCA is run by a central system.

▪ Higher implementation efficiency

▪ Procurement function could be either integrated with the CZCA Optimization function (Option 1a) or

▪ If required, entity for implementation to be

▪ Calculation results assume the acceptance of BSP bids in each control zone/ block.

▪ Requires an a priori TSO agreement on

could be implemented by an independent entity (Option 1b).

▪ TSOs’ need to accept the procurement optimization outcome a priori due to the tight timeline in both

defined

procurement optimization outcome

the sequential and the simultaneous implementation.

2) Centralized CZCA and decentralized procurement functions

▪ CZCA is run by a central system.

▪ On the basis of calculated CZCs, TSO cooperations, TSOs or some entity run a local procurement

algorithm (or accept the outcome implicitly provided by the central CZCA Optimization function)

▪ Operational challenges due to possible
inconsistent results in CZCA and
procurement

▪ No requirement of a separate entity

▪ A reconciliation process checks the consistency of calculated outcomes with respect to CZCA

▪ Local/TSO cooperation’s CMOL calculation and settlement are a post-processing step following the procurement process performed either by one
TSO or by one entity for TSO cooperations.
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Current FRR BC procurement processes in Germany (sequential) and in the Netherlands
(simultaneous)
▪ The following section compares current aFRR and mFRR BC procurement processes in Germany and in the Netherlands with

the elaborated proposals for the sequential and the simultaneous cross-border procurement optimization processes. Required
amendments will be discussed to illustrate necessary transition steps.

▪ In Germany, aFRR and mFRR BC are procured sequentially. Gate Closure Time (GCT) for aFRR BC is on D-1 at 09:00 and for

mFRR BC on D-1 at 10:00. Germany runs already a joint aFRR BC procurement process together with Austria, with a slightly
different approach than the upcoming CCR Core requirements. (March 2021)

▪ In the Netherlands, aFRR and mFRR BC are procured simultaneously. GCT for both product types is on D-1 at 09:00.

Simultaneous procurement in the Netherlands facilitates already elastic demand when it comes to volume shortage in the
mFRR markets or for reasons of procurement cost minimisation. (March 2021)

▪ In the following, we will first show the current German BC procurement processes. Subsequently, we will explain the German

specificities and how they match with the requirements of the elaborated proposals for the sequential and the simultaneous
cross-border procurement optimization processes.

▪ Subsequently, we will show the current Dutch BC procurement process and explain the Dutch specificities and how they match
with the requirements of the elaborated proposals for the sequential and the simultaneous cross-border procurement
optimization processes.
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Current FRR BC procurement processes in Germany (sequential)
▪ The current German BC procurement approach is based on sequential market clearing. After the week-ahead dimensioning
process, aFRR BC (pos. & neg.) is procured first. Subsequently, mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) is procured.

▪ The German TSOs form an aFRR procurement cooperation with Austrian APG with maximum CZC allocated for aFRR exchange
of 80 MW (pos. & neg.).

▪ The following slides first provide a general overview of the steps of the German BC procurement processes.
▪ Subsequently, process steps will be described and compared to the elaborated new process proposals.
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Current FRR BC procurement processes in Germany (sequential)
Inputs

1
Dimensioning
aFRR and
mFRR

aFRR
2
DE-AT CZCA

3
BSP bid
preparation and
provision

4
aFRR bidding
curve
preparation

Process

Outputs

Timing
D-7: reference period per day
and 4-hour block

▪

Data from reference periods

▪

Clean data from reference periods

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Information on power plant
outages and power plants in
operation

▪

Determine the synthetic aFRR and FRR (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

FRR (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Cluster and select comparable time periods

▪

▪

Determine probability density functions and the
corresponding pos. and neg. aFRR and FRR demand

mFRR (pos. & neg.) demand
as difference between FRR
and aFRR for both (pos. &
neg.)

▪

Match DA and aFRR bidding curves

▪

DE-AT CZCA for aFRR bids

▪

Determine economic surplus over all matched
DAM bids and allocated CZCs through CBA

Weekly, second last Friday
before the covered time period

▪

Forecast the optimal cost function for providing
aFRR (pos. & neg.) and energy for the DAM based
on production constraints

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bids for
each 4-hour block of day D
for Germany and Austria

D-7 until D-1, 09:00 (aFRR GCT)
for each 4-hour block

▪

Determine the expected DAM price and the
expected marginal aFRR and mFRR capacity prices

▪

Optimize portfolio for each 4-hour block of day D

▪

Order German and Austrian aFRR up bids from
lowest to highest price

▪

▪

Order German and Austrian aFRR down bids from
lowest to highest price

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding
curves for Germany and
Austria

▪

Other inputs such as weather
conditions, prices or temperature

▪

M-1 CZCA optimization results

▪

Monthly transfer capacity limit
for the exchange of aFRR

▪

CZC constraints

▪
▪

Forecasted aFRR Demand

▪

aFRR and mFRR demand

▪

DE-AT CZC allocated for aFRR
(pos. & neg.)

▪

Input market forecast (Expected
weather conditions, load, XB
capacities, ..)

DA and aFRR bidding curves for
DE and AT of the four full weeks
prior to the GOT

▪

Production constraints for own
portfolio optimization

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bids for
Germany and Austria

Directly after GCT
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Current FRR BC procurement processes in Germany (sequential)
Inputs

5

Separate aFRR
(pos. & neg.)
procurement
optimization

mFRR
6

7

8

BSP reoptimization and
mFRR bid
adjustments

mFRR bidding
curve
preparation

Separate mFRR
(pos. & neg.)
procurement
optimization

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding curves
for Germany and Austria

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) demand of
German TSOs and for APG

▪

Core element constraints for
German TSOs and for APG

▪

DE-AT CZCA

▪

BSP information about accepted
aFRR bids

▪

Update weather conditions

▪

mFRR (pos. & neg.) bids for
Germany

Process

▪

Match aFRR up bidding curve and demand

▪

Match aFRR down bidding curve and demand

▪

Check if constraints are met

▪

If not, adjust aFRR bid order accordingly

▪

Update the cost function for providing mFRR (pos.
& neg.) or energy for the DAM based on the
production constraints and reserved aFRR

▪

Determine the expected marginal mFRR capacity
prices

▪

Optimize portfolio for each 4-hour block of day D

Timing

Outputs
Before 09:30

▪

DE-AT aFRR (pos. & neg.)
capacity CMOL

▪

BSP information about
accepted bids

▪

Publication of reasons for
skipped bids

▪

mFRR (pos. & neg.) bids for

D-1 until 10:00 (mFRR GCT)

Order German mFRR up bids from lowest to
highest price
mFRR
MO German
preparation
▪ Order
mFRR down bids from lowest to

▪

mFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding
curves for Germany

Directly after GCT

▪
Match mFRR up bidding curve and demand
Publication of results from mFRR auctions
▪
Match mFRR down bidding curve and demand

▪

German mFRR (pos. & neg.)
CMOL

Before 10:30

▪

BSP information about
accepted bids

▪

Publication of reasons for
skipped bids

▪

Germany

highest
price
Separate
mFRR
(pos. & neg.) procurement optimization

▪ mFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding
curves for Germany

▪ mFRR (pos. & neg.) demand of
German TSOs

▪ Core element constraints for
German TSOs

▪

Check if constraints are met

▪

If not, adjust mFRR bid order accordingly
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Foreseen changes with cross-border BC procurement for German TSOs
Inputs

1
Dimensioning
aFRR and
mFRR

Process

Outputs

▪

Data from reference periods

▪

Clean data from reference periods

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Information on power plant
outages and power plants in
operation

▪

Determine the synthetic aFRR and FRR (pos. & neg.)
demand

▪

FRR (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Cluster and select comparable time periods

▪

▪

Determine probability density functions and the
corresponding pos. and neg. aFRR and FRR demand

mFRR (pos. & neg.) demand
as difference between FRR
and aFRR for both (pos. &
neg.)

▪

Other inputs such as weather
conditions, prices or temperature

Timing
D-7: reference period per day
and 4-hour block

▪ The dimensioning step remains an individual TSO step. Therefore, this needs not be adjusted neither for the sequential nor in
the simultaneous BC procurement process.
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Foreseen changes with cross-border BC procurement for German TSOs
Inputs

Outputs

▪

M-1 CZCA optimization results

▪

Match DA and aFRR bidding curves

▪

Monthly transfer capacity limit
for the exchange of aFRR

▪

Determine economic surplus over all matched
DAM bids and allocated CZCs through CBA

▪

CZC constraints

▪

Forecasted aFRR Demand

▪

DA and aFRR bidding curves for
DE and AT of the four full weeks
prior to the GOT

2
DE-AT CZCA

Process

▪

DE-AT CZCA for aFRR bids

Timing
Weekly, second last Friday
before the covered time period

▪ Currently, Germany and Austria procure aFRR jointly. Therefore, they already allocate CZC between Germany and Austria for

aFRR purposes.* Required CZC is partially taken from the month-ahead allocation and from the week-ahead allocation of CZC
based on a cost-benefit analysis (CBA).

▪ In case German TSOs and APG join the CCR Core approach, the DE-AT CZCA optimization is not required anymore but will be

replaced by step 4, the CZCA Optimization function. In contrast to the current CZCA based on a CBA, the CZCA in the CCR
Core’s process follows an economic-surplus maximization for all participants. This could change the CZC currently allocated for
the exchange of aFRR BC between Germany and Austria.

▪ If either German TSOs or APG do not join the CCR Core approach, a workaround needs to be defined. This could be e.g. some
specific bidding zone arrangement in the new regime to match with the new organizational constraints.

* A detailed description can be found here: https://www.regelleistung.net/ext/tender/remark/download/128231382
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Foreseen changes with cross-border BC procurement for German TSOs
Inputs

3
BSP bid
preparation and
provision

▪

aFRR and mFRR demand

▪

DE-AT CZC allocated for aFRR
(pos. & neg.)

▪

Input market forecast (Expected
weather conditions, load, XB
capacities, ..)

▪

Process

▪

Forecast the optimal cost function for providing
aFRR (pos. & neg.) and energy for the DAM based
on production constraints

▪

Determine the expected DAM price and the
expected marginal aFRR and mFRR capacity prices

▪

Optimize portfolio for each 4-hour block of day D

Outputs

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bids for
each 4-hour block of day D
for Germany and Austria

Timing
D-7 until D-1, 09:00 (aFRR GCT)
for each 4-hour block

Production constraints for own
portfolio optimization

▪ Information provided to BSPs for their portfolio optimization and bid preparation will be slightly different than today. CZC is

currently allocated before aFRR BC bids are firm. CCR Core’s market-based CZC allocation approach takes into account actual
aFRR BC bids in the CZCA Optimization function. In consequence, BSPs will need to provide their aFRR BC bids (and mFRR BC
bids) before knowing the actual CZC allocated to aFRR BC (and mFRR BC) between Germany and Austria and other bidding
zones.

▪ Bids need to meet the requirements of standard products for balancing capacities. Following the latest amendments of market
rules as of 11/2021, these requirements will be met in Germany.
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Foreseen changes with cross-border BC procurement for German TSOs
Inputs

4
aFRR bidding
curve
preparation

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bids for
Germany and Austria

Process

▪

Order German and Austrian aFRR up bids from
lowest to highest price

▪

Order German and Austrian aFRR down bids from
lowest to highest price

Timing

Outputs

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding
curves for Germany and
Austria

Directly after GCT

▪ The bidding curve preparation will be adjusted in the sense that TSOs need to pseudonymize bids and provide them
subsequently to the CZCA Optimization function.
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Foreseen changes with cross-border BC procurement for German TSOs
Inputs

5

Separate aFRR
(pos. & neg.)
procurement
optimization

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding curves
for Germany and Austria

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) demand of
German TSOs and for APG

▪

Core element constraints for
German TSOs and for APG

▪

DE-AT CZCA

Process

▪

Match aFRR up bidding curve and demand

▪

Match aFRR down bidding curve and demand

▪

Check if constraints are met

▪

If not, adjust aFRR bid order accordingly

Timing

Outputs

▪

DE-AT aFRR (pos. & neg.)
capacity CMOL

▪

BSP information about
accepted bids

▪

Publication of reasons for
skipped bids

Before 09:30

▪ Following the CZCA optimization, the procurement optimization will be conducted. The procurement optimization function
receives the relevant inputs from the CZCA Optimization function. Bids and demand components will be provided from the
four German TSOs.

▪ The Procurement Optimization function matches aFRR (and mFRR) BC bids with TSOs’ demands taking into account links,

demand requirements and CZC constraints. The procurement optimization can be conducted either centrally integrated with
the CZCA Optimization function or by a separate entity or it can be conducted for a TSO cooperation.

▪ TSOs will receive the outcome of the procurement optimization and will procure the determined volumes for own purposes,
for virtual bidding zone purposes or for other TSOs.

▪ Therefore, this procurement optimization step will not (necessarily) be conducted by the German TSOs. German TSOs only

need to reserve BC bids based on the outcome of the Procurement Optimization function and publish the results and the
reasons for skipped bids. The actual changes depends on the organizational implementation of the procurement optimization
in the cross-border BC procurement process.
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Foreseen changes with cross-border BC procurement for German TSOs
mFRR BC procurement

▪ mFRR BC procurement is currently conducted by the German TSOs in their control block.
▪ Required amendments to meet the process structure for cross-border BC procurement are the same as for aFRR BC meaning,
in particular,

▪ a CZCA optimization will be conducted jointly with the other CCR Core TSOs
▪ mFRR BC procurement optimization will be conducted not (necessarily) by the German TSOs for their control block separately .
These changes require the local preparation in the pre-coupling step 8 and the adaptation of the procurement process after
the procurement optimization (step 11) as described for aFRR BC.
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Current FRR BC procurement processes in the Netherlands (simultaneous)
▪ The current Dutch BC procurement approach is based on a simultaneous market clearing process.
▪ BSPs provide bid forms. These bid forms describe multiple bidding functions which reflect the individual BSPs’ production

portfolios and corresponding constraints. In this sense, bid forms are an alternative to the foreseen linking-of-bids approach.

▪ TenneT NL must select at most one bid form per BSP. The selection of the bid forms follows a complex optimization
algorithm which determines the welfare-maximizing combination of bid forms for each MTU.

▪ As volume shortages in the mFRR BC market can occur but also as mFRR BC bid forms are too expensive, TenneT NL replaces
mFRR BC volumes by aFRR BC for economic efficiency reasons.

▪ The following slides first provide a general overview of the steps of the Dutch BC procurement process.
▪ Subsequently, process steps will be described in more details.
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Current FRR BC procurement processes in the Netherlands (simultaneous)
Inputs

1

Dimensioning
aFRR and
mFRRda

2
BSP bid
preparation and
provision

Process

Timing

Outputs

▪

Historic data

▪

Clean data from reference periods

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) volume

▪

Historic imbalance data

▪

▪

FRR (pos. & neg.) volume

▪

Information on power plant
outages and power plants in
operation, consumer
information, DC cables in
operation

Determine the pos. and neg. aFRR and FRR demand
in a deterministic, a stochastic and a probabilistic
analysis. Deterministic result determines the
minimum baseline for the dimensioned FRR volume.

▪

mFRRda (pos. & neg.)
demand as difference
between FRR and aFRR for
both (pos. & neg.)

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) volumes

▪

▪

▪

mFRRda (pos. & neg.) volumes

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bid
forms for day D

▪

Expected weather conditions

Forecast the optimal cost function for providing
aFRR and mFRRda (pos. & neg.) or energy for the
DAM based on the production constraints

Production constraints for own
portfolio optimization

Determine the expected DAM price and the
expected marginal aFRR and mFRRda capacity and
energy prices

▪

▪

▪

mFRRda (pos. & neg.) bid
forms for day D

▪

Optimize portfolio for each quarter hour of day D

Half year

D-7 until 09:00 (simultaneous
FRR GCT)
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Current FRR BC procurement processes in the Netherlands (simultaneous)
Inputs

3a

3b

4

aFRR bidding
curve
preparation

mFRRda bidding
curve
preparation

aFRR and mFRR
(pos. & neg.)
procurement
optimization

▪

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bid forms

mFRR (pos. & neg.) bid forms

Process

▪

Optimize over all lines per aFRR up bid forms.

▪

Optimize over all lines per aFRR down bid forms.

▪

Optimize over all lines per mFRR up bid forms.

▪

Optimize over all lines per mFRR down bid forms.

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding curves

▪

Match aFRR up bidding curve and demand

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Match aFRR down bidding curve and demand

▪

mFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding
curves

▪

Match mFRR up bidding curve and demand

▪

mFRR (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Match mFRR down bidding curve and demand

▪

Economic mix of reserves
constraint

▪

After aFRR (pos. & neg.) matching: Replace more
expensive mFRRda bids by available aFRR (pos. &
neg.) bids as long as this is cost efficient

Outputs

▪

Single aFRR up line of each
bid form to be reserved

▪

Single aFRR down line of
each bid form to be
reserved

▪

Single mFRR up line of each
bid form to be reserved

▪

Single mFRR down line of
each bid form to be
reserved

▪

NL aFRR (pos. & neg.)
capacity MOL

▪

NL mFRRda (pos. & neg.)
capacity MOL

▪

BSP information about
accepted bids

Timing
Directly after GCT
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Directly after GCT

D-1 Before 10:00
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Foreseen changes with cross-border BC procurement for TenneT NL
Inputs

1

Dimensioning
aFRR and
mFRRda

Process

Timing

Outputs

▪

Historic data

▪

Clean data from reference periods

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) volume

▪

Historic imbalance data

▪

▪

FRR (pos. & neg.) volume

▪

Information on power plant
outages and power plants in
operation, consumer
information, DC cables in
operation

Determine the pos. and neg. aFRR and FRR demand
in a deterministic, a stochastic and a probabilistic
analysis. Deterministic result determines the
minimum baseline for the dimensioned FRR volume.

▪

mFRRda (pos. & neg.)
demand as difference
between FRR and aFRR for
both (pos. & neg.)

Half year

▪ The dimensioning step remains an individual TSO step. Therefore, this need not be adjusted neither for the sequential nor in
the simultaneous BC procurement process.
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Procurement process with simultaneous BC market clearing - NL
Inputs

2
BSP bid
preparation and
provision

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) volumes

▪

mFRRda (pos. & neg.) volumes

▪

Expected weather conditions

▪

Production constraints for own
portfolio optimization

Process

▪

Forecast the optimal cost function for providing
aFRR and mFRRda (pos. & neg.) or energy for the
DAM based on the production constraints

▪

Determine the expected DAM price and the
expected marginal aFRR and mFRRda capacity and
energy prices

▪

Optimize portfolio for each quarter hour of day D

Outputs

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bid
forms for day D

▪

mFRRda (pos. & neg.) bid
forms for day D

Timing
D-7 until 09:00 (simultaneous
FRR GCT)

▪ Information provided to BSPs for their portfolio optimization and bid preparation will be the same as today. Depending on the
foreseen cross-border BC procurement process, BSPs determine aFRR and mFRR BC bids in one step (in the simultaneous
approach) or in two steps (in the sequential approach).

▪ The key difference to today are the bids to be provided. Today, BSPs provide full bid forms for aFRR and mFRRda to TenneT

NL. With cross-border BC procurement, standard products for BC are foreseen. Thus, production requirements cannot be
made explicit as with bid forms today. This will change the bidding behavior in the sense that BSPs either need to employ links
between standard product for balancing capacity (SPBC) bids to reflect production constraints. It might also mean that BSPs
add a risk premium to prices as production constraints need to be represented in bids differently than with bid forms.
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Procurement process with simultaneous BC market clearing - NL
Inputs

3a

3b

aFRR bidding
curve
preparation

mFRRda bidding
curve
preparation

▪

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bid forms

mFRR (pos. & neg.) bid forms

Process

▪

Optimize over all lines per aFRR up bid forms.

▪

Optimize over all lines per aFRR down bid forms.

▪

Optimize over all lines per mFRR up bid forms.

▪

Optimize over all lines per mFRR down bid forms.

Outputs

▪

Single aFRR up line of each
bid form to be reserved

▪

Single aFRR down line of
each bid form to be
reserved

▪

Single mFRR up line of each
bid form to be reserved

▪

Single mFRR down line of
each bid form to be
reserved

Timing
Directly after GCT
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Directly after GCT

▪ The bidding curve preparation will be adjusted in the sense that TSOs need to pseudonymize individual bids and provide them
subsequently to the CZCA Optimization function.
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Procurement process with simultaneous BC market clearing - NL
Inputs

4

aFRR and mFRR
(pos. & neg.)
procurement
optimization

Process

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding curves

▪

Match aFRR up bidding curve and demand

▪

aFRR (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Match aFRR down bidding curve and demand

▪

mFRR (pos. & neg.) bidding
curves

▪

Match mFRR up bidding curve and demand

▪

mFRR (pos. & neg.) demand

▪

Match mFRR down bidding curve and demand

▪

Economic mix of reserves
constraint

▪

After aFRR (pos. & neg.) matching: Replace more
expensive mFRRda bids by available aFRR (pos. &
neg.) bids as long as this is cost efficient

Outputs

▪

NL aFRR (pos. & neg.)
capacity MOL

▪

NL mFRRda (pos. & neg.)
capacity MOL

▪

BSP information about
accepted bids

Timing
D-1 Before 10:00

▪ Following the CZCA optimization, the Procurement Optimization will be conducted in the cross-border BC procurement

process. The Procurement Optimization function receives the relevant inputs from the CZCA Optimization function. The bids
and the demand components are provided by TenneT NL.

▪ The Procurement Optimization function will be conducted across single bids, not bid forms as today. The Procurement

Optimization function matches aFRR (and mFRR) BC bids with TSOs’ demands taking into account links, demand
requirements and CZC constraints. The Procurement Optimization can be conducted either centrally integrated with the CZCA
Optimization function or by a separate entity or it can be conducted for a TSO cooperation.

▪ TenneT NL will receive the outcome of the procurement optimization and will procure the determined volumes.
▪ Therefore, this step will not (necessarily) be conducted by each TSO. TSOs only need to procure BC bids based on the outcome
of the Procurement Optimization function and publish the results and the reasons for skipped bids.
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Product features aFRR and mFRR Balancing Capacities
▪ The following table summarizes the product features of aFRR and mFRR BC in Germany and the Netherlands and compares
them to the requirements for standard products for BC as has been decided by ACER. Yellow lines highlight differences
between Germany and the Netherlands.
Germany

aFRR

Netherlands

mFRR

aFRR

Requirements for SPBC

mFRRda

aFRR

mFRR

Invitation
to
tender period

Daily D-1

Daily D-1

Daily D-1

Daily D-1

Product duration

6 x 4-hour blocks

6 x 4-hour blocks

Day

Day

-

-

Gate Closure Time

09:00

10:00

09:00

09:00

-

-

Publication of results

09:30

10:30

9:15 - provisional
10:00 - definitive

9:15 - provisional
10:00 - definitive

-

-

Product differentiation

Positive/negative

Positive/negative

Positive/negative

Positive/negative

Positive/negative

Positive/negative

Minimum bid size

1 MW
(as of 01/11 2021)

5 MW
(1 MW if only one bid in LFC 5 MW
area)

5 MW
Minimum contract size per BSP 1 MW
is 20 MW

1 MW

Bid increment

1 MW

1 MW

5 MW

5 MW

1 MW

Outcome of economic
optimization over provided
bid forms
(linking of TSO demand: best
economic mix of reserves)

-

Pay-as-bid

-

Tendering

Capacity price merit order

Capacity price merit order

Outcome of economic
optimization over provided
bid forms

Remuneration

Pay-as-bid

Pay-as-bid

Pay-as-bid

1 MW

-
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Summary (1/2)
▪ This document discusses two implementation options for cross-border procurement of FRR balancing capacities (pos. & neg.). Both

options are based on current expectations (March 2021) of the requirements of CCR Core’s market-based CZCA methodology following
EBGL Art. 41.*

▪ In a sequential process implementation proposal, the aFRR BC products procurement process is conducted first, and the mFRR BC
products procurement process is conducted afterwards on day D-1 (with two different GCTs).

▪ In a simultaneous process implementation proposal, aFRR and mFRR BC products are procured in one step (single GCT) on day D-1.

▪

One key driver for implementing cross-zonal aFRR and mFRR BC products is the standardization of products. In line with Art. 25 (2) of
the Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/2195, ACER has published a decision on standard products for balancing capacity for
restoration reserves and replacement reserves (SPBC). **

▪

For an economic-surplus maximizing implementation of both implementation options linking of BC bids for BSPs is crucial. In general,
cross-product linking, and intertemporal linking should be considered whereof cross-product linking is not required for sequential
procurement as long as BSPs have sufficient lead time for reoptimizing their mFRR BC bids after aFRR BCM clearing.

▪

As TSO BC demand is per definition price-inelastic, TSOs can benefit from volume replacement across markets and products within
and across their control area/block while keeping system security at the same level. Flexibility in TSO demand is expected to increase
economic surplus in terms of increased market liquidity and also procurement efficiency by linking of TSO demand and elastic TSO
demand.

*

https://nra.acer.europa.eu/en/Electricity/MARKET-CODES/ELECTRICITY-BALANCING/12%20CZCAM/Action%2017%20%20MB%20CZCA%20Core%20amended%20proposal.pdf
** https://eepublicdownloads.entsoe.eu/clean-documents/nctasks/EBGL/EB_GL_A25.2_191218_ALL%20TSOs_Standard_products_balancing_capacity_Proposal.pdf?Web=0
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Summary (2/2)
▪ The sequential and the simultaneous procurement process proposals require some general and also some market-specific changes in
contrast to the current situation.

▪ The main change in comparison to current BC procurement is the optimization of BC procurement across all CCR Core TSOs:
▪ Due to cross-border procurement, dimensioning of TSOs‘ BC demand follows new constraints. Each TSO needs to determine core

volume parts which must be reserved in his control area. Beyond, a TSO procures the additional volume jointly with other TSOs. The
difference between jointly procured volume and desired joint volume can be reserved in the TSO‘s own control area or, through
another TSO, abroad, preconditional on available CZCs.

▪ Following EBGL Art. 41 (3), the CZC split between BCMs and DAM must be welfare-maximizing. This is reached in the CZCA

Optimization function for all borders in the CCR Core region. This function provides the CZC shares for BC (aFRR and for mFRR and, if
needed RR) for each border within CCR Core as input to the procurement optimization.

▪ The Procurement Optimization function determines then the welfare-maximizing distribution of balancing capacity volumes given
bid prices, linking, elastic demand and CZC constraints.

▪ Virtual bidding zones are considered to be a hands-on implementation option for organizing cross-border BC procurement as this
construct is already applied e.g. in SDAC. Therefore, the provided approach is based on this vehicle.
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Key Implementation Challenge: Available Time Range
▪ The key difference between the sequential and the simultaneous aFRR and mFRR BC (pos. & neg.) procurement processes is the order
of the two procurement sub-processes:

In the sequential aFRR and mFRR BC procurement process, the procurement and the optimization process steps need to be conducted
twice, first for aFRR BC and second for mFRR BC. In the simultaneous aFRR and mFRR BC procurement process, these steps are run in
parallel for aFRR and mFRR BC.

▪ This affects the overall process duration. The aFRR and the mFRR BC procurement processes need to run between the FCR market

clearing and the D-1 flow-based capacity calculation process for DAMs. Currently, FCR market clearing results are published D-1 at
08:30. The flow-based capacity computation for DAMs starts D-1 at 09:30.

▪ It is expected that the sequential implementation might require more than one hour whereas the simultaneous implementation drives
BSPs’ portfolio optimization more complex.

▪ Following discussions with TSO optimization experts, the CZCA Optimization function and, similarly, the Procurement Optimization

require the most time during each procurement process. Therefore, the next slide discusses what drives the required calculation time in
the example of the CZCA Optimization function from experience with similar optimization programs such as the implementation of
Euphemia.

▪ A realistic determination of required optimization time needs to be based on a testing phase of the CZCA Optimization function and

also the Procurement Optimization function. Calculation times are subject to the complexity of the optimization algorithm and the size
of the problem.
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Reference on the duration of the CZCA Optimization function
▪ The complexity of the algorithm mainly depends on the number of combinatorial constraints:
▪ To deal with combinatorial constraints (basically implying a binary decision), the algorithm iterates to test which decision is better.
▪ Each iteration assumes a linear optimization.
▪ The number of iterations and the rapidity to reach an optimum (or be close to the optimum) is difficult to predict but can be
controlled by limiting the number of combinatorial constraints.

▪ The size of the problem is related to the number of bid horizontal segments, block bids, connected control areas and MTUs:
▪ For instance, if cross-product linking is used, the model has a bidding zone for each control area and each product with a connection
between the two bidding zones representing the same control area for the two products.

▪ Welfare optimization is performed over all bidding zones and all MTUs simultaneously.
▪ The processing time dedicated to the CZCA Optimization function must be validated through a robust methodology and controlled by
mitigation measures:

▪
▪
▪
▪

Extensive testing based on historical and simulated data, with an algorithm prototype.

Improvement of algorithm and calculation infrastructure.
Gradual increase of the number of allowed combinatorial constraints, through specific market rules.
Implementation of a fallback model (removing linking products) to be run quickly in case the optimization fails to provide a result in
due time.
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BSP feedback on the proposed processes
▪ In line with the development of the processes, three BSPs have been interviewed on their opinion of sequential or simultaneous crossborder FRR BC procurement, linking of BC bids and the expected obstacles and chances with the implementation of the processes. In
the past, BSPs have been consulted on the implementation of CZC allocation methods and have been informed about upcoming
changes in market rules.

▪ The interviewed BSPs are active in aFRR and mFRR markets either in the Netherlands or in Germany. Two BSPs provide FRR offers from
own units, a third BSP is an aggregator. The provided feedback reflects mainly the current situation and current view of BSPs.

▪ The following summary provides an overview of opinions by the BSPs:
▪ When determining aFRR BC bid volumes and prices, BSPs with own production units take into account the expected mFRR BC market

situation. BSPs explicitly require a re-optimization in the sequential procurement process which would dure at least about 30 minutes,
as mentioned by one BSP, as otherwise the aFRR BC market outcome could not be taken into account as a reference point for mFRR BC
bid volume determination.

▪ Regarding linking of BC bids in a simultaneous procurement process, opinions diverge: the two interviewed Dutch BSPs see no

advantage from linking of BC bids. In particular, the cross-product linking possibility to overcome the lag of information on aFRR BC
market outcomes in the simultaneous procurement process is considered to be less relevant. For aggregators of smaller production
units, a joint optimization across aFRR and mFRR is not of interest as the required exchange across connected providers would be too
complex. In contrast, for the German BSP linking of BC bids is a prerequisite for moving from the current sequential to a simultaneous
procurement process. If linking is foreseen, there is no reason for the German BSP not to move to simultaneous procurement.
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BSP feedback on the proposed processes
▪ Concerning options to increase the available time span between FCR market clearing and the start of flow-based capacity calculation,

pre-drawing the FCR procurement process might alleviate the time constraint with the sequential implementation approach and, thus,
supports the sequential procurement process. Also, here, opinions diverge: From BSP perspective, the FCR process could at most be
pre-drawn by 30 minutes on day D-1. (Shifting it earlier in the morning of D-1 would put the bidding activities on the task of
operational desk which is not preferred).

▪ BSPs have been also asked on the preferred pricing standard for BC, whether this should be pay-as-bid or marginal pricing. The

interviewed Dutch BSPs agree on marginal pricing as in DAM. The interviewed German BSP took a more neutral position between payas-bid and marginal pricing. In its view, market liquidity is most relevant for a competitive pricing regime.
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Main Take-Aways from the Project
1. Implementation Approaches Sequential vs. Simultaneous Cross-Border BC Procurement Processes
▪ The sequential and the simultaneous cross-border BC procurement processes are first approaches to implement the
requirements of EBGL 41(3) as CCR Core market-based cross-border BC procurement processes.

▪ Although the sequential approach provides more information to BSPs during the procurement process (the mFRR BC
procurement process starts after the aFRR BC market clearing results are published), we suggest to implement the
simultaneous approach in case both aFRR and mFRR will be procured cross-border.

▪ The simultaneous approach is expected to be less time-consuming than the sequential approach and, thus, better meets the

expected time constraint. BSPs have no preference on the implementation of the sequential or the simultaneous approach. The
simultaneous approach leads to higher accuracy on splitting CZC between aFRR and mFRR, meets the Clean Energy Package
requirements best for substitution of reserves for a) cost minimisation and b) for volume shortage and facilitates the step to a
potential co-optimization implementation.

2. Time Constraints and Options for increasing the time span
▪ The key challenge for implementing cross-border balancing capacity procurement is the tight time frame for conducting up to
three full procurement runs (aFRR, mFRR, and RR). Currently, the foreseen time window is one hour (D-1 08:30-09:30).

▪ We suggest to target an implementation within the available one-hour window.
▪ If an extensive testing based on historical and simulated data provides evidence that it is technically not feasible shifting the FCR
procurement process should be considered.
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Main Take-Aways from the Project
3. Implementation of the Procurement Optimization function
▪ The Procurement Optimization function can be implemented centrally, jointly within the central CZCA Optimization (CZC split)
function or conducted by a central entity, or in a decentral manner between individual groups of TSOs.

▪ We suggest a central implementation within the CZCA Optimization function. The CZCA Optimization function needs to

conduct the procurement optimization implicitly to reach the welfare-maximizing allocation of CZC. In consequence, it could
directly provide also the procurement optimization result. A second, central or decentral solution requires more time but should
provide the same procurement optimization result.

4. Linking-of-BC-Bids Options
▪ The introduction of Linking-of-BC-Bids Options should drive two aspects: First, it should support the integration of SPBC with
current market regimes and, thus, harmonize markets. Second, it should facilitate BSPs in their optimization of production
portfolios for balancing capacity provision.

▪ We suggest to introduce the following linking options:
▪ Cross-product linking allows BSPs to offer one balancing capacity volume (unit/ portfolio) to two markets with simultaneous
BC procurement. If it is not taken for aFRR BC purposes, it could be employed for mFRR BC purposes.

▪ Intertemporal linking facilitates BSPs the provision of block bids both in a sequential and in a simultaneous approach.
▪ The introduction of linking options should be handled carefully as linking affects the optimizations and could also be used

strategically. Therefore, we suggest to start with a limited number of linked bids per BSP based either on linking types, on
volume in total or as a combination.
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Main Take-Aways from the Project
5. Linking of TSO Demand for Balancing Capacity and Elastic Demand for Balancing Capacity
▪ Linking of TSO BC demand for balancing capacity and elastic demand for balancing capacity increase TSO flexibility for procuring
balancing capacity. Within a control area/ block, TSOs could to some extent reduce costs or reduce/ prevent mFRR BC volume
shortage without a second (national) auction run. Cross-border, it allows for sharing of reserves and joint demand with other
TSOs. While individual system security is kept at its current level, total demand can be reduced, and volumes could be bought
from the less expensive control area/ block. This requires sufficient CZC availability. This increases overall procurement efficiency
and market liquidity.

▪ While overall market efficiency is expected to increase, demand flexibility could reduce individual market efficiency: More

expensive markets will become less liquid as TSOs will replace corresponding bids by bids from less expensive markets. Prices in
less expensive markets will rise as TSOs will procure in these markets increasing the demand in these markets. Therefore, we
propose to monitor the side-effects of introducing linking of demand and elastic demand.

▪ Although linking of demand and elastic demand will change the market situation in some markets comprehensively, we suggest
to introduce TSO BC demand flexibility for procuring balancing capacity. We expect the overall welfare increase to
overcompensate the downsides in specific markets. Under this market design, TSOs still hold the responsibility to secure a basic
level of BC demand and, thus, bid provision in less liquid markets for situations with insufficient CZC availability.
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